
Abstract. The condensation of excitons into an electron±hole
liquid (EHL) and the main EHL properties in bulk semiconduc-
tors and low-dimensional structures are considered. The EHL
properties in bulk materials are discussed primarily in qualita-
tive terms based on the experimental results obtained for ger-
manium and silicon. Some of the experiments in which the main
EHL thermodynamic parameters (density and binding energy)
have been obtained are described and the basic factors that
determine these parameters are considered. Topics covered
include the effect of external perturbations (uniaxial strain
and magnetic field) on EHL stability; phase diagrams for a
nonequilibrium exciton-gas±EHL system; information on the
size and concentration of electron±hole drops (EHDs) under
various experimental conditions; the kinetics of exciton conden-
sation and of recombination in the exciton-gas±EHD system;
dynamic EHD properties and the motion of EHDs under the
action of external forces; the properties of giant EHDs that
form in potential wells produced by applying an inhomoge-
neous strain to the crystal; and effects associated with the drag
of EHDs by nonequilibrium phonons (phonon wind), including
the dynamics and formation of an anisotropic spatial structure
of the EHD cloud. In discussing EHLs in low-dimensional
structures, a number of studies are reviewed on the observation

and experimental investigation of phenomena such as spatially
indirect (dipolar) electron±hole and exciton (dielectric) liquids
in GaAs/AlGaAs structures with double quantum wells (QWs),
EHDs containing only a few electron±hole pairs (dropletons),
EHLs in type-I silicon QWs, and spatially direct and dipolar
EHLs in type-II silicon±germanium heterostructures.

Keywords: excitons, electron±hole liquid, density, binding
energy, stability, phase diagram, thermodynamic para-
meters, electron±hole droplet, droplet size and concentra-
tion, condensation kinetics, recombination kinetics, droplet
motion, giant droplets, phonon wind, drag effect, droplet
cloud, spatial structure of droplet cloud, dynamics of droplet
cloud, strain field, magnetic field, low-dimensional struc-
tures, quantum wells, electron±hole bilayers, spatially direct
and dipolar excitons, spatially direct and dipolar liquids,
dropletons.

To the cherished memory of the Mentor

1. Introduction

In 1968, LVKeldysh introduced and substantiated the idea of the
possibility of condensation of excitons in a semiconductor into a
metallic electron±hole liquid (EHL) in which electrons and holes
are collectivized and are bound together by internal interaction
forces [1±3].Thegeneral featuresof thisphase transitionare similar
to those of the condensation of an alkali-metal vapor into a liquid
metal.1 Similarly to conventional gas±liquid transitions, exciton
condensation is a first-order phase transition and occurs at
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temperatures below the critical temperature when the exciton gas
density exceeds the `saturated vapor' density or, at a given exciton
density, when the temperature is reduced to the `dew point.'

Within the following year, EHL was discovered experi-
mentally in germanium crystals: recombination radiation
from EHL at high levels of optical excitation and liquid-
helium temperatures was identified by Pokrovskii and
Svistunova [5], the motion of electron±hole drops (EHDs) at
macroscopic distances in nonuniformly strained samples was
observed by Bagaev et al. [6], and resonance absorption of
far-infrared radiation by the drops of the condensed phase
was measured by Vavilov et al. [7]. Less clear evidence for the
occurrence of the liquid phase was obtained in [8], where
absorption changes in the spectral region of direct exciton
transitions in germanium introduced by optical pumping was
investigated.2

The first studies of exciton condensation stimulated
further interest in this problem, which became a field of
intense activity. Much attention was attracted to this
research area due to the unusual and beautiful nature of the
phenomenon: a gas±liquid transition occurs in a nonequili-
brium electron±hole system in a semiconductor crystal, which
leads to the diversity and uniqueness of the properties of
EHDs. Furthermore, the exciton system in a semiconductor is
an excellent model object for the experimental investigation
of the properties of matter under conditions that cannot be
attained in laboratory for conventional matter (e.g., the
conditions of ultrahigh magnetic fields).

To date, exciton condensation and the properties of EHL
in bulk semiconductors have been rather broadly and
comprehensively investigated both theoretically and experi-
mentally. Many novel and totally unexpected effects have
been discovered. Although by no means all ideas and
possibilities have been realized, it can be stated that for a
number of semiconductors, the main properties of the
exciton-gas±EHL system, peculiarities of the phase transi-
tion, EHL parameters, properties of EHL drops, etc. have
been fairly well studied and, in general, understood. EHL has
been observed in Ge, Si, GaP, GaAs, CdS, and many other
semiconductors. The gas±liquid phase transition and EHL
properties are investigated in most detail in germanium and
silicon, which are classical materials for studying this
phenomenon. The material parameters of Ge and Si and the
characteristics of excitons and the EHL in these semiconduc-
tors are beneficial for a clear manifestation of the diverse
properties of the exciton-gas±EHL system, which can be
investigated extensively in experiments of different types.
Studies of the EHL in bulk materials are presented in a
number of review papers and monographs [11±18], contain-
ing sufficiently comprehensive information about theoretical
and experimental results obtained in this field, as well as
references to virtually all the main original papers and earlier
reviews published at the time.

Space limitations make it impossible to cover in full the
results obtained in this field. In Section 2, we try to describe
the basic features of the exciton condensation phenomenon
andEHLproperties in bulkmaterials, primarily in qualitative
terms on the basis of experimental results obtained for
germanium and silicon and without going into detail. More

detailed information on the properties and characteristics of
EHL in other semiconductors can be found in [19].

Section 3 describes the experimental studies of excitonic
effects, particle±particle interactions, and phase transitions in
nonequilibrium electron±hole systems in semiconductor
nanostructures, mainly in heterostructures with quantum
wells (QWs). Theoretical ideas about effects that can occur
in these systems began to take shape as early as the 1970s.
Keldysh and members of his school considered several types
of electron±hole systems whose common feature is the high
anisotropy of the electron spectrum [20]. It was shown that
under certain conditions, the electron±hole plasma (EHP) in
these systems undergoes self-compression, leading to the
formation of a stable high-density EHL with a high binding
energy. In particular, the systems that were analyzed in those
early studies included arrays of quasi-one-dimensional con-
ducting wires and quasi-two-dimensional (multilayer) systems
of conducting planes. The phase diagrams and the critical
temperatures and densities of the gas±liquid transition in a
multilayer electron±hole system were calculated in [21].

A system with spatially separated electron and hole layers
occupying the opposite parallel boundary planes of an
ultrathin semiconductor film (electron±hole bilayer) was
considered by Andryushin and Silin [22, 23]. It was demon-
strated that for certain thicknesses of the film, the metallic
EHL is stable against the gas of excitons composed of
spatially separated electrons and holes (dipolar excitons),
and, furthermore, that the ordering of the heavier particles
can occur in a system of this kind with a large difference
between the electron and hole masses. The possibilities of
exciton Bose condensation, superfluidity, and superconduc-
tivity in spatially separated layers of electrons and holes were
studied theoretically in [24, 25]. Gas±liquid phase transitions
and the properties of the excitonic (dielectric) liquid phase
were later analyzed in detail in [26].

Arguably, most of the efforts in the investigation of phase
transitions in low-dimensional electron±hole systems are
currently devoted to studies of electron±hole bilayers.
Theoretical work in this area mainly concerns the properties
of the ground state of the electron±hole system and gas±liquid
phase transitions [27±36], Bose condensation of spatially
indirect (dipolar) excitons [37±42], spatial distribution and
`dark' states of the condensate [43±48], Wigner crystallization
[49, 50], collective modes in the liquid [55, 56],Mott transition
in the exciton system [57±60], exciton condensation in
graphene bilayers [61±63], etc.

Electron±hole bilayers can be formed at interfaces in
type-II heterostructures, as well as in double QWs (two QWs
separated by a thin tunneling-transparent potential barrier) or
wide singleQWs in type-I heterostructures towhich an electric
field is applied along the growth axis. The Bose condensation
of dipolar excitons in double QWs in GaAs=AlGaAs hetero-
structures was the subject of a series of studies by Butov et al.
(see, e.g., [64±66]) and by Gorbunov and Timofeev [67, 68].
The latter team also observed and investigated Bose con-
densation in wide single QWs in detail [69, 70]. In their study
of the exciton Bose condensate in single wide QWs, Alloing
et al. [71] established that `dark' excitons contribute the
dominant share to the density of the condensate. Detailed
information on the studies of the Bose condensation of
dipolar excitons can be found in reviews [40, 42, 72±76].

It is noteworthy that the possibility of the Bose condensa-
tion of excitons in semiconductors was suggested and
theoretically analyzed as early as the 1960s [77±82]. How-

2 EHL luminescence lines in silicon were observed by Haynes [9] even

before Keldysh formulated the concept of exciton condensation. However,

Haynes interpreted these lines as recombination radiation of excitonic

molecules (biexcitons). The correct interpretation was given in [10].
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ever, numerous attempts to observe this remarkable phenom-
enon in bulk materials have been unsuccessful.

This brief outline of research on electron±hole bilayers is
given here for the sake of completeness. The main subject of
this review is the real-space condensation of an exciton gas
leading to the formation of liquid phases. Some of the
experimental studies of electron±hole bilayers carried out in
this area to date are considered in Section 3.

2. Electron±hole liquid in semiconductors

2.1 Density and binding energy of the electron±hole liquid
It is known that an electron and a hole can bind together in a
semiconductor due to Coulomb attraction to form a large-
radius, or Wannier±Mott exciton. The ground-state energy
Eex and the effective Bohr radius aex of the Wannier±Mott
exciton are given by expressions similar to the well-known
Bohr formulas:

Eex � ÿ 1

2

m �e 4

� 2�h 2
; aex � ��h 2

m �e 2
; �1�

where e is the electron charge, � is the static dielectric constant
of the crystal, m � � �mÿ1e �mÿ1h �ÿ1is the reduced electron±
hole effective mass, andme andmh are the effective masses of
electrons and holes. Coulomb interaction is considerably
reduced inside a crystal due to the polarization of the
medium, and the electron and hole effective masses are
typically much smaller than the free-electron mass. Thus,
the binding energy of excitons is 2±4 orders of magnitude
lower than typical atomic energies, and their size considerably
exceeds interatomic distances in the crystal.

Excitons in semiconductors can exist only at low tempera-
tures (kBT < jEexj), when the rate of their thermal ionization
is small. At these temperatures, there are virtually no excitons
in thermal equilibrium because usually jEexj5Eg (whereEg is
the semiconductor band gap), and excitation of the crystal is
required to generate excitons. In most cases, the sample is
pumped by light with a photon energy exceeding Eg.
Electrons and holes produced by the optical excitation
thermalize rapidly and bind together into excitons. At low
excitation levels, an insulating ideal Bose gas of excitons with
a relatively low density is formed in the crystal.

In many respects, excitonic systems behave like those
composed of ordinary atoms. As the exciton gas density
increases, interaction between excitons can lead to the forma-
tion of excitonic molecules (biexcitons) and the condensation of
excitons (and/or biexcitons) into a liquid phase, representing a
bound state of a macroscopically large number of particles.

We note two factors that lead to essential differences
between excitonic and atomic systems. First, the effective
masses of electrons and holes are usually of the same order
of magnitude, which means that heavy particles like atomic
nuclei are absent in the electron±hole system. For this reason,
quantum effects, including quantum delocalization of parti-
cles, are pronounced. The amplitude of zero-point oscillations
in an excitonic molecule is large and its dissociation energy is
fairly low. Zero-point oscillations in the liquid state cause
delocalization of electrons and holes over the entire volume
occupied by the liquid. In other words, rather than being
composed of excitons or biexcitons, the liquid phase repre-
sents a metallic state in which electrons and holes are
collectivized [1, 83]. Second, both excitons and the EHL are
nonequilibrium entities and have finite lifetimes.

We briefly discuss the calculation of the main thermo-
dynamic parameters of the EHL, which are its density n0 and
the energy per pair of particles (electron±hole pair) E0 in the
ground state of the liquid. In the EHP, the total energy per
pair of particles depends on its density n and can be expressed
as

E�n� � Ekin � Eexch � Ecorr : �2�
At low temperatures (kBT5E e; h

F ), the electrons and holes are
degenerate. In the case of parabolic dispersion relations, the
mean kinetic energy per pair of particles in a three-dimen-
sional plasma is Ekin � 3=5�E e

F � E h
F�, where the electron and

hole Fermi energies are E e; h
F � �h 2k 2

F=�2me; h�. The magnitude
of the Fermi wave vector is kF � p�3n=p�1=3, where spin
degeneracy is taken into account. The last two terms in the
right-hand side of Eqn (2) are responsible for the Coulomb
potential energy. Although the plasma as a whole is locally
neutral, there are spatial correlations in the mutual arrange-
ment of particles that lead to a decrease in its total energy: in
the immediate vicinity of each particle, there is a certain excess
of oppositely charged particles. There are two separate
physical mechanisms that cause these correlations (see, e.g.,
[11, 17]). The first is the Pauli principle, which forbids two
identical particles with parallel spins to have the same
location in space. The corresponding contribution to the
Coulomb interaction energy, which is called the exchange
energy, is given by

Eexch � ÿ 3e 2

2�

�
3n

p

�1=3

: �3�

The second mechanism is of dynamic origin. Correlations of
this type arise because of the response of the surrounding
plasma to the electric field of each charged particle. The
contribution to the total energy resulting from these correla-
tions is called the correlation energy Ecorr. Like the exchange
energy, Ecorr is negative in accordance with its physical
meaning, and its absolute value increases with the plasma
density.

Calculations indicate that the total energy per pair of
particles in an EHP as a function of density, determined by
Eqn (2), has a minimum at the equilibrium density n0. This
means that a dense EHP experiences self-compression or
expansion until it fills the volume corresponding to the
equilibrium density. Thus, this system behaves as a liquid
(electron±hole liquid). It is a neutral quantum two-compo-
nent Fermi liquid (in the simplest case), with the internal
pressure of the degenerate plasma balanced by the Coulomb
attraction forces. The energy per pair of particles in the
ground state of the liquid is E0 � E�n0� at T � 0.

The chemical potential of the plasma is

m�n� � q
�
NE�N=V ��

qN
� E�n� � n

qE�n�
qn

; �4�

where N � nV is the total number of pairs in a volume V. In
an EHL, n � n0 and qE=qn � 0, and hence m�n0� � m0 � E0.
The renormalized band gap in the part of the crystal occupied
by the EHL is

EgL � Eg � m0 ÿ �E e
F � E h

F�

� Eg �
�
Eexch � Ecorr ÿ 2

3
Ekin

�
< Eg ; �5�

where Eg is the band gap in the unperturbed crystal.
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The value ofE0 is theminimum energy required to remove
an electron±hole pair from the liquid and to separate the
electron and hole by an infinite distance from each other. As
was already said, at low density, the electron±hole system
represents a gas of excitons and excitonic molecules. If the
energy E0 (we note that E0 < 0) exceeds the energy per pair of
particles in the biexciton, then, even for T! 0, the lowest-
energy state of the system is a gas of biexcitons, and
condensation into a liquid is impossible (at least for n5 n0).
In the opposite case, it is the liquid state that is thermo-
dynamically stable and for any value of the average density of
electron±hole pairs (i.e., the density averaged over the entire
available volume rather than just over the volume occupied
by the liquid), the EHL is the ground state of the system.
Because the dissociation energy of excitonic molecules is low,
they can be disregarded in many cases.3 In the following
discussion, we therefore assume that electrons and holes can
bind only into excitons or EHL, as is actually observed in
most experiments. It can then be assumed that the EHL is
stable with respect to the breakup into free excitons if the
binding energy per pair of particles in the liquid (the exciton
work function in the EHL) is j0 � Eex ÿ E0 > 0, where Eex is
given by Eqn (1).

The described procedure for the calculation of the EHL
ground-state energy and density carried out taking the
multivalley structure of the conduction band into account
was first used by Pokrovskii and Svistunova [85] and by
Kaminskii et al. [86] for the EHL in germanium and silicon,
respectively. The foundations of the quantitative theory of
EHL were laid by Brinkman et al. [87], Combescot and
Nosieres [88], Brinkman and Rice [89], and Vashishta et al.
[90]. The theoretical results are described and analyzed in
review papers [11, 14, 19, 91], where theory is also compared
with numerous experimental data (see also review [12]).

We now turn to experimental results. The EHL binding
energy and density have been measured in numerous
experiments, described in detail in reviews listed in the
Introduction. Among the techniques used to determine these
parameters, the one based on the analysis of the shape of the
EHL luminescence spectrum stands out as the most informa-
tive. An analysis of the shape of the EHL emission spectrum
of Ge and Si was first carried out in [85, 86]. Later, this
method was widely used, in particular, to investigate the EHL
in other semiconductors. Typically, the lineshape of the EHL
recombination radiation in indirect-gap semiconductors is
approximated by the expression

I��ho� /
��

De�Ee�Dh�Eh� fe�Ee� fh�Eh�

� d�Ee � Eh � EgL ÿ �hOÿ �ho� dEe dEh ; �6�

where De and Dh are the respective densities of states in the
conduction and valence bands, fe and fh are the Fermi
distribution functions of electrons and holes, Ee and Eh are
the electron and hole energies referenced to the edges of the
corresponding bands in the liquid, EgL is the renormalized
band gap [determined by Eqn (5)] in the volume of the crystal
occupied by the liquid, and O is the frequency of the phonon

emitted in the electron transition. The emission of a phonon
in the recombination act is required for the quasimomentum
conservation in the crystal; at low temperatures, the prob-
ability of recombination accompanied by phonon absorption
is extremely low. Expression (6) takes the complicated
structure of the crystal energy bands into account in the
electron and hole density-of-states effective masses.

We recall that germanium and silicon are indirect-gap
semiconductors: unlike the valence-band maximum, the
conduction-band minima in these materials occur away from
the center of the Brillouin zone (there are four equivalent
minima on the h111i axes in Ge and six equivalent minima on
the h100i axes in Si). Therefore, their luminescence spectra
consist of several phonon replicas. The most intense lines of
the exciton and EHL luminescence in germanium and silicon
are related to the radiative recombination processes occurring
with the emission of respective longitudinal acoustic (LA) and
transverse optical (TO) phonons.

The EHL density is determined as the value n0 corre-
sponding to the best fit of the calculated lineshape of the EHL
emission in Eqn (6) to the experimental one (Fig. 1). Next, we
can obtain the electron and hole Fermi energies and the
exciton work function j in the EHL (as is shown in Fig. 1)
at the temperature corresponding to the measurement
conditions. To determine j0, we need to measure the
temperature dependences of these quantities and extrapolate
them to T � 0 [93]. We note that in order to obtain the energy
E0 per electron±hole pair in the ground state of the liquid, it is
necessary to measure the exciton ground-state energy Eex

independently (the corresponding experiments are discussed
in reviews [11] and [12]). The numerical values of n0, j0, E0,
and Eex for Ge and Si, taken from [12], are listed in the table.

3 The role of biexcitons and their effect on the thermodynamics of the gas±

liquid phase transition in electron±hole systems, as well as many other

related problems remaining beyond the scope of this review (dielectriza-

tion of the electron spectrum of the liquid, Bose condensation of

biexcitons, Mott transition, etc.), are discussed in reviews [11, 16, 83, 84].
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Figure 1. Longitudinal acoustic phonon components of the EHL and free-

exciton (FE) luminescence spectrum in germanium at T � 3:04 K:

(1) experiment, (2) and (3) respective theoretical fits with and without

taking the finiteness of the spectrometer slit into account (from [92]).

Table. Thermodynamic parameters of the EHL in unstrained and highly

compressed germanium and silicon.*

Parameter
Ge Si Ge Si

P � 0 P � 0 Pjjh111i Pjjh100i
Eex, meV
j0, meV
E0, meV
n0, 1017 cmÿ3

Tc, K
nc, 1017 cmÿ3

ÿ4.17
1.8� 0.2
ÿ6.0� 0.2
2.38� 0.05
6.5� 0.1
0.8� 0.2

ÿ14.7� 0.4
8.2� 0.1
ÿ22.9� 0.5
33.3� 0.5
25� 5
12� 5

ÿ2.33
0.65
ÿ2.98
0.274
3.5
0.077

ÿ12.8
2.0
ÿ14.8
4.5
13
1.5

* Eex ìexciton ground state energy; E0 ìEHL ground state energy;
j0 ìwork function of excitons in the EHL; n0 ìEHL density; nc ì
EHL critical density; Tc ìcritical temperature of the transition.
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To conclude the discussion of EHL luminescence spectro-
scopy, we note that by relying upon the Fermi energy
distribution for electrons and holes in the EHL in expression
(6), we actuallymake an assumption about themetallic nature
of the liquid in the calculation of the emission lineshape.
Good agreement between theoretical and experimental
shapes of the EHL luminescence spectra in germanium and
silicon gives evidence of the validity of this assumption.

Themetallic properties of the EHLmanifest themselves in
many other experiments of different kinds. For example, the
metallic nature of the EHL determines its electric and
electromagnetic properties (metallic conductivity, excitation
of plasma oscillations, magneto-oscillation effects, efficiency
of the scattering of infrared radiation by EHL drops, etc.),
which are considered in detail in review articles [94] and [95],
as well as in monograph [15].

Here, we only discuss the investigation of resonance
absorption of EHDs in the submillimeter spectral range [7].
Measurements of the transmission spectra of photoexcited
Ge at temperatures below 2 K revealed a broad absorption
band peaking at �ho � 9 meV, due to the excitation of
plasma oscillations in the EHL droplets. Plasma resonance
occurs in the absorption when the size of the particles is
much smaller than the wavelength of the electromagnetic
radiation. In this case, for spherical metallic particles, the
absorption has a peak at the frequency o � opl=

���
3
p

, where
opl � �4pe 2n0=�km���1=2 is the plasma frequency andm � is the
reduced effective mass of electrons and holes. Thus, the EHL
density can be found from the measured value of the
resonance frequency.

Another indication of the metallic (Fermi-liquid) nature
of the EHL is the observation of oscillations, periodic in the
reciprocal magnetic field, in the integrated intensities of EHL
luminescence [96] and far-infrared resonance absorption by
the EHL [97] in Ge, which are similar to de Haas±van Alphen
and Shubnikov±deHaas oscillations. These oscillations occur
as the Fermi level of electrons bound to the EHL is crossed by
successive Landau levels with an increase in themagnetic field
and, according to [98], originate from oscillations in the liquid
density. The calculation results obtained in [98] were
corroborated by the experiments in [99, 100], where the
corresponding oscillations were observed in the width of the
EHL luminescence line (determined by the sumof the electron
and hole Fermi energies; see Fig. 1) and in the lifetime of
electron±hole pairs in the liquid (on recombination in the
EHL; see Section 2.6). The EHL properties in amagnetic field
are considered in more detail in [11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 94, 95].
Review [101] is entirely devoted to the thermodynamic
properties of the EHL in a magnetic field.

We note that in the early 1970s, some researchers adhered
to a different view of the nature of the EHL luminescence line
in germanium, which they interpreted as a line related to
emission from biexcitons [102]. At that time, this issue
provoked fairly heated debates, which have only historical
importance now.

2.2 Stability of the electron±hole liquid
The EHL can exist if it is stable with respect to dissociation
into free excitons, i.e., if the exciton work function j0 �
Eex ÿ E0 > 0 (see Section 2.1). We consider the factors that
serve to stabilize the condensed state of electrons and holes in
semiconductors.

Theoretical calculations indicate that the EHL in covalent
direct-gap semiconductors with an idealized band structure

(i.e., with isotropic, parabolic, and nondegenerate electron
and hole bands) is unstable [11 12, 14, 16, 19, 83, 91] and, at
low densities (na 3

ex 5 1), the nonequilibrium electron±hole
system in the ground state is a gas of noninteracting excitons.
In polar semiconductors (GaAs, CdTe, etc.), the Coulomb
electron±hole interaction is retarded owing to the inertia of
ions. Therefore, calculations of the energy of this interaction
must take the frequency dependence of the dielectric function
into account (the interaction of electrons and holes with
longitudinal optical phonons). Then the ratio of the energy
per pair of particles in the ground state of the liquid to the
exciton binding energy increases and the condensed state
becomes stable already for a low degree of ionicity of
chemical bonds in the crystal [103, 104].

The most significant factors affecting the stability of the
EHL are the anisotropy and degeneracy of the electron
spectrum. If, for a given density of the liquid, the electron or
hole density of states is increased, the average kinetic energy
of particles in the liquid decreases, while the potential energy,
whose value is determined by the EHL density, remains
nearly unchanged. The balance between the attraction and
repulsion forces is affected, and the liquid experiences self-
compression until the balance is restored with some higher
values of its density and ground-state energy per electron±
hole pair. In semiconductors with a degenerate and especially
multivalley electron spectrum, the density of states is
noticeably higher that it is in a semiconductor with an
idealized band structure for the same values of me and mh.
Inmultivalley semiconductors (Ge, Si, GaP, etc.), the electron
density of states is directly proportional to the number of
equivalent minima in the conduction band. At the same time,
the exciton binding energy is independent of the number of
valleys, because each exciton belongs to a certain valley.
Thus, the multivalley nature of the electron spectrum leads
to considerable enhancement of the EHL stability [6]. It can
be seen from similar reasoning (see [83]) that the degeneracy
of the valence-band maximum and the anisotropy of the
electron spectrum also represent stabilizing factors. Under
certain conditions in highly anisotropic (e.g., quasi-one- and
quasi-two-dimensional) electron±hole systems, an `ultra-
dense' (n0 4 aÿ3ex ) EHL can exist with a ground-state energy
considerably exceeding (in absolute value) the exciton
binding energy [20].

External perturbations that modify the electron spec-
trum of a crystal can either stabilize or destabilize the EHL.
Uniaxial strain applied to the crystal leads to the lifting of
degeneracy at the valence-band maximum and, in multi-
valley semiconductors, to a relative energy shift of the
conduction-band minima (see, e.g., [105]). In typical experi-
ments, a uniform compressive stress is applied to the sample
under study along some high-symmetry crystallographic
direction. Figure 2 shows variations in the energies of
conduction-band minima in Ge under uniaxial compressive
strain along the �1�10� axis. The strain causes a shift of the
conduction-band bottom as a whole by an energy dc, while
the pairs of minima that remain equivalent with respect to
the strain axis shift in opposite directions by the energy
Dc=2. Electrons bound into the liquid are transferred to
unoccupied lower-lying states, i.e., the upper pair of minima
is emptied and the lower pair of minima becomes addition-
ally populated (see Fig. 2b). Thus, the electron Fermi energy
increases, the liquid expands, and the absolute value of its
ground-state energy and the binding energy (work function)
decrease.
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Experimental data from [106] are shown in Fig. 2c.
Because the exciton binding energy is virtually independent
of strain, the linear shift of the exciton line peak reflects a
reduction in the band gap with increasing the uniaxial
compressive stress P. For P < Pcr, the energy spacing
between the line peaks and hence the exciton work function
in the EHL decrease with increasing the magnitude of stress.
When P approaches Pcr, all electrons bound to the EHL
appear in the two lowest minima of the conduction band
(Fig. 2b) and, with a further increase in the stress, the peaks of
the EHL and exciton luminescence lines shift at equal rates,
which means that the EHL binding energy remains
unchanged [106±108].

The magnitude of the splitting of the conduction-band
bottom Dc and hence the value of Pcr depend on the
crystallographic orientation of the stress axis. For a given P,
the splitting is largest when the stress is applied along
crystallographic directions corresponding to those recipro-
cal-lattice axes where the conduction-band minima are
located (h111i directions in Ge and h100i directions in Si). If
the direction of uniaxial stress is chosen such that all minima
remain equivalent (e.g., the h100i direction in Ge), then
Dc � 0; in this case, a reduction in the EHL density and
binding energy occurs only due to the splitting of the top of
the valence band.

The thermodynamic characteristics of the EHL in highly
strained Ge (stressed along the h111i axis) and Si (along the
h100i axis), taken from review [19], are listed in the table.

Due to a considerable reduction in the work function of
excitons in the EHL in highly strained Si and Ge, the density
of the exciton gas in equilibrium with the liquid at a given
temperature increases considerably (see Section 2.3). At low
temperatures, the gas phase can contain an observable
amount of biexcitons, whose density is proportional to the
exciton density squared. As a result, the emission line of
biexcitons emerges in the luminescence spectra between the

exciton and the EHL lines [109, 110]. It is also noteworthy
that electrons occupying different valleys in uniaxially
strained crystals can be regarded as particles of different
types. In this sense, the EHL in multivalley semiconductors is
a multicomponent Fermi liquid. The application of uniaxial
strain to the crystal allows changing the number of compo-
nents in the EHL and their relative concentrations (see
Figs 2a, b); thus, E e

F and e eF in Fig. 2b are the Fermi energies
of two different components of the EHL. These changes can
lead to first-order phase transitions within the liquid [111].
More comprehensive information on the properties and
behavior of the exciton-gas±EHL system in strain fields can
be found in review papers cited at the beginning of this section
and also in reviews [17, 112, 113], which are largely devoted to
this topic.

In contrast to the strain field, a strong magnetic field acts
to stabilize the EHL [20, 114±116]. The electron spectrum in a
magnetic field is quasi-one-dimensional. In ultrahigh mag-
netic fields, the Landau level spacing �hoc 4 jEexj (where the
cyclotron frequency is o e; h

c � eB=�cme;h� and B is the
magnetic field induction), all electrons and holes occupy the
lowest Landau levels (the ultraquantum limit). In the absence
of damping, the density of states near the electron and hole
Landau band edges diverges inversely proportional to
�E e; h

k �1=2. Furthermore, the density of states grows as / B.
Therefore, in a sufficiently high magnetic field, the Fermi
energy decreases as / Bÿ2 as the field increases. The
calculations in [116] indicate that in an ultrahigh field, the
dominant contribution to the attraction energy comes from
the correlation energy, which is determined by correlations
between particles on adjacent Landau cylinders. In this
situation, an `ultradense' EHL is expected to form: the liquid
density becomes considerably greater than the reciprocal
exciton volume (n0 4 �aexa 2

B�ÿ1, where aB � �c�h=�eB��1=2 is
the magnetic length). The density and the absolute value of
the energy per electron±hole pair in the liquid ground state
increase with the magnetic field as n0 / B 8=7 and jE0j / B 2=7.
We note that from the theoretical standpoint, the EHL in
ultrahigh magnetic fields is formally equivalent to the EHL in
a system of parallel wires [20].

Excitons in ultrahigh magnetic fields are highly aniso-
tropic. The exciton shape becomes a rotation ellipsoid
elongated in the direction of the field, with the longitudinal
and transverse semiaxes respectively equal to aex and aB. The
exciton binding energy increases as/ lnB 2 with the field (see,
e.g., [117, 118]). Because the absolute value of the EHL
ground-state energy increases with the magnetic field B at a
higher rate than the exciton binding energy does, the EHL
should become stable in a sufficiently strong field even if it is
unstable in the absence of the field. The theory of the EHL in
ultrahigh magnetic fields is considered in review [101]. This
and some related issues are also discussed in reviews [16, 83].

A study of the luminescence spectra of the EHL in
germanium in a magnetic field demonstrated that the liquid
density increases with the field and becomes almost a factor
of 5 higher in the field B � 19 T (the highest field in those
experiments) than in a zero field [119]. At the same time, the
magnetic field did not affect the stability of the liquid state (the
exciton work function). We note that the fields used in this
study are not ultrahigh for Ge. Recently, a magnetically
stabilized EHL was investigated in multivalley compound
AlxGa1ÿxAs (x � 0:387) in magnetic fields up to 90 T [120].
The authors observed an increase in the density and a decrease
in the temperature of the EHL with an increase in the field.
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The magnetic stabilization of the EHL was observed in
highly compressed Ge, where the liquid is less stable than in
the unstrained crystal (see the table). In the experiments in
[121], the EHL emission line in Ge disappeared under
compression in the absence of a magnetic field and reap-
peared in a magnetic field B>4 T. The liquid density and
binding energy respectively increased threefold and twofold
with a further increase in B in the range 5.5±14 T.

A magnetic-field-stabilized EHL was observed for the
first time in indium antimonide [122±124]; this work is briefly
reviewed in [125]. The exciton binding energy in InSb is
extremely small (jEexj�0:5meV), and therefore a magnetic
field applied to this semiconductor can be considered
ultrahigh for B4 0:1 T. The EHL does not exist in InSb in
the absence of a magnetic field. It appears for B > 2 T; as the
field increases from 2.3 to 5.5 T, the liquid density n0 increases
from 3:2� 1015 to 6:7� 1015 cmÿ3, and the binding energy j
per electron±hole pair in the liquid increases from 0.4 to
1.2 meV.Measurements in InSb and in highly compressed Ge
reveal the existence of a magnetically stabilized EHL whose
thermodynamic parameters vary with the magnetic field in
qualitative agreement with the theory [20, 116]. However, the
EHL was not `ultradense' in these experiments (the criterion
n0 4 �aexa 2

B�ÿ1 was not satisfied), and the theory cannot be
applied for a quantitative description of the results (see [101,
125] for more details).

To conclude this discussion of EHL stability, we recall
that the density of various kinds of electronic liquids is
commonly characterized in the theory by a dimensionless
parameter rs that in the case of the EHL is expressed as
rs � ��4=3� pa 3

exn0�ÿ1=3. For the EHL in Ge and Si, rs � 0:5
and 0.86, respectively. It is known that for electron Fermi
liquids in metals, rs 5 1:88. Thus, the EHL in Ge and Si is
characterized by the highest density among `earthly' electron
liquids. Moreover, EHL is the `most quantum' of all known
quantum liquids [12].

2.3 Phase diagrams
Similarly to conventional liquid±vapor systems, phase equili-
brium in the exciton-gas±EHL system can be described
graphically by diagrams. In the (n, T ) plane, the region
where the liquid and the gas phases coexist is bounded by
two lines intersecting at the critical point (nc, Tc). On the
liquid side, the boundary line follows the temperature
dependence of the EHL density. On the gas side, the
boundary line for conventional liquids follows the tempera-
ture dependence of the saturated vapor density, which, for a
flat liquid±gas interface, can be written in our case as

n0T � nd

�
MdkBT

2p�h 2

�3=2

exp

�
ÿ j
kBT

�
; �7�

where nd is the ground-state degeneracy factor and Md is the
density-of-states effective mass of the exciton.

The thermodynamics of the exciton-gas±EHL system in
the critical region is described fairly well by the theory, which
yields values of the critical parameters (the density nc and the
temperature Tc) that are close to the ones obtained experi-
mentally for Ge and Si. Theoretical studies on this issue are
reviewed and analyzed in [11, 19, 91]. Here, we address
experimental results only.

In Section 2.1, we have already discussed the use of
spectroscopic measurements to determine the EHL density.
To obtain the gas branch of the phase diagram, threshold and

spectroscopic techniques are used. Here, we do not discuss
spectroscopic measurements, but mention threshold mea-
surements, which are more illustrative. In-depth considera-
tion of experiments in which phase diagrams of the exciton-
gas±EHL system in Ge and Si were established is given in
reviews [12, 19].

It was established in the very first experiments that EHL
lines in the luminescence spectra [5, 85] and the resonance
absorption feature in the far-infrared spectral range [7]
exhibit a threshold-type behavior as the excitation level is
increased at a fixed temperature or as the temperature is
reduced at a fixed excitation level. A plot of the exciton gas
density, measured somehow at the EHL formation threshold,
as a function of temperature represents the vapor line of the
phase diagram. The work function determined according to
expression (7) from dependences of this kind, which were
measured in various types of threshold experiments (see, e.g.,
[126, 127]), turns out to be lower than the value of j
determined from spectroscopic data, as is described in
Section 2.1. This is because the formation of the nuclei of
the liquid phase requires some degree of supersaturation of
the exciton vapor, which, similarly to conventional liquids,
increases as the temperature decreases (see Section 2.5), but
expression (7) describes the gas branch of the phase diagram
under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Therefore, it is
more appropriate to register thresholds corresponding to the
disappearance of the liquid phase than to its formation [12,
128] (see Section 2.5). In this case, the observed deviation of
the gas branch from dependence (7) at low temperatures is
related to the nonequilibrium nature of the EHL. This
behavior is especially pronounced in silicon. We can see in
Fig. 3b that forT < 20 K, dependence (7), plotted by the solid
line, diverges from the experimental data.

Figure 3 shows phase diagrams for germanium [129,
130] and silicon [131] obtained from spectral measurements
by registering the thresholds for the appearance of EHL
luminescence, as outlined in the preceding paragraph. The
critical parameters of the EHL in these semiconductors are
listed in the table, along with the critical parameters of the
EHL in highly compressed Ge [132] and Si [133, 134]. Under
high compression, the gas phase in these materials can be of
mixed atomic/molecular composition, i.e., it can contain
biexcitons in addition to excitons (see Section 2.2). The
critical parameters, along with the density and binding
energy, are the main thermodynamic parameters of the
EHL.

A subject of rather intense studies in recent years is the
EHL in diamond [135±140], which features record-high
thermodynamic parameters n0��1ÿ1:5��1020 cmÿ3, j �
60ÿ100 meV, Tc � 170 K, and nc � 4� 1019 cmÿ3.

We have discussed the simplest type of phase diagram of
the exciton-gas±EHL system. More complicated phase
diagrams are possible if, in addition to the gas±liquid
transition, other phase transitions can occur in the liquid or
gas phases. Various possibilities are discussed in Keldysh's
papers [16, 83] and in review articles cited in this section.

2.4 Size and concentration of EHDs
At low temperatures (T < Tc), the EHL density is consider-
ably higher than the exciton gas density at equilibrium with
the EHL and, in the range of optical excitation levels
commonly used, the liquid occupies a small fraction
(10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ2) of the volume of the excited region in the
crystal. The very first experiments on resonance absorption
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in the far-infrared spectral range [7] produced evidence that
the EHL in germanium appears in the form of EHDs several
micrometers in size. The existence of EHDs also manifests
itself in the observation of intense bursts of photocurrent
through a p±n junction [141, 142]: the dissociation of an EHD
entering the high-field region of the junction to free electrons
and holes is accompanied by an abrupt increase in the current,
whose magnitude is determined by the number of electron±
hole pairs (107ÿ109) in the drop. The most direct and
convincing evidence of the existence of EHDs and detailed
information about the size and concentration of drops under
different experimental conditions were obtained in light-
scattering experiments [143±146]).

In scattering experiments, the excited region of the sample
is probed by a laser beam (usually at a wavelength of 3.39 mm)
for which the crystal is transparent. The radius of scattering
particles (EHDs) is deduced from the angular distribution of
the scattered light intensity (scattering indicatrix). After the
radius of EHDs is determined, their concentration can be
found from measurements of the scattered light intensity (or

probe beam absorption, which is recorded simultaneously
with scattering) (see, e.g., [147]).

Experiments on light scattering demonstrated that both
the size and concentration of drops depend on a number of
factors: experiment configuration, excitation regime (pulsed
or continuous-wave (CW), surface or bulk), etc. Here, we
briefly consider the results obtained under CW bulk excita-
tion, stressing some general features. Under typical experi-
mental conditions, the EHD radius in germanium ranges
between 1 and 10 mm, depending on the temperature and
excitation level. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependences
of the EHD radius and concentration [148]. The size of drops
increases and their concentration decreases with increasing
temperature. However, when the EHD radius grows as large
as R � 10 mm, it becomes independent of the temperature
(Fig. 4a) and nearly independent of the excitation level
(possible mechanisms limiting the EHD radius are consid-
ered in Section 2.9). At lower temperatures, the EHD radius
can either increase (under the excitation by pulses with a
slowly rising front) or decrease (pulses with a steep front) with
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increasing the excitation level. Such a difference is related to
the different behavior of the EHD concentration in this
temperature range in the two cases [148]. It is shown in the
next section that the EHD size and concentration are
determined by the exciton condensation kinetics. In particu-
lar, at low temperatures, the size of drops is determined by
their concentration and hence by the rate of liquid-phase
nucleation. The EHD concentration depends on the rise time
of the excitation pulses due to the relation between the
nucleation rate and the exciton vapor supersaturation.

Data on the size and concentration of EHDs in Ge are
reviewed much more comprehensively in [12, 14, 17].
Unfortunately, such information for EHDs in Si is virtually
absent. From the magnitude of the photocurrent bursts in a
p±n junction, the EHD radius in Si was estimated to be
R � 0:75 mm at T � 2 K [149]. Other indirect estimates yield
even smaller values of R. Thus, EHDs in silicon are
considerably smaller than in germanium.

2.5 Kinetics of exciton condensation
The condensation of any vapor into liquid begins with the
formation of liquid phase nuclei capable of further growth
(critical-radius nuclei). The subsequent growth of these nuclei
proceeds until a vapor±liquid equilibrium is established.
However, the nonequilibrium nature of the electron±hole
system gives rise to a range of novel properties, manifested
both in the condensation kinetics and in steady-state condi-
tions, which conventional liquids do not have. In particular,
the finiteness of the electron±hole pair lifetime in the liquid
results in qualitative changes in the gas branch of the phase
diagram (see Section 2.3).

The kinetics of exciton condensation has been the subject
of numerous studies (see, e.g., [148, 150±157]), and was
considered in reviews [11, 12, 14, 16±18, 83, 112, 128]. Here,
we only briefly discuss themain features in the behavior of the
exciton-gas±EHD system. The total number of electron±hole
pairs in a spherical EHL drop of radius R varies according to
the equation [85, 148]

d

dt

�
4

3
pn0R 3

�
� 4pR 2

�
n�R� ÿ n0T exp

�
2s

n0RkBT

��
vT

ÿ 4

3
pR 3 n0

t0
; �8�

where n�R� is the density of excitons in the vicinity of the drop
surface (which, in general, differs from the average exciton-
gas density n in the bulk of the sample but can be expressed
through it), the saturated vapor density n0T is given by
Eqn (7), vT is the mean thermal velocity of excitons, s is the
surface tension coefficient of the EHL, and t0 is the electron±
hole-pair lifetime in the EHL. The first term in the right-hand
side of this equation represents the difference between the
rates of exciton capture and evaporation from the drop, and
the second term accounts for particle recombination within
the drop.

The steady-state (dR=dt � 0) solution of Eqn (8) yields a
relation between the exciton gas density n and the radius R of
a drop in equilibrium with the gas. This solution has two
branches. The one descending with increasing R is unstable
(for t0 !1, it is described, similarly to conventional liquids,
by the second term in square brackets in Eqn (8)): upon a
small random deviation of n orR from the values correspond-
ing to this branch, the drop evaporates or starts to grow. Such
drops are called critical nuclei. The growth of the drop

continues until n and R reach the values corresponding to
one of the points on the ascending, stable branch of the n�R�
relation.

The occurrence of the ascending branch of this relation
is a characteristic feature of phase equilibrium in a system
with a finite lifetime of particles in the liquid and is related
to the last term in the right-hand side of Eqn (8): an increase
in the exciton density with increasing R ensures that the
flux of excitons onto the drop surface increases, and their
condensation compensates the reduction in the number of
electron±hole pairs within the drop caused by recombina-
tion. Due to the existence of this branch, there is a minimum
in the n�R� relation. The lowest exciton gas density for
which the existence of EHDs in stable equilibrium with the
exciton gas is possible exceeds the density corresponding to
thermodynamic equilibrium (nmin > n0T). The relative excess
�nmin ÿ n0T�=n0T of the minimum exciton density over the
thermodynamically equilibrium one increases with decreas-
ing the temperature. Hence, as was mentioned in Section 2.3,
the gas branch of the phase diagram is not correctly described
by expression (7) in the low-temperature region.

To find n and R at given experimental conditions,
determined by the temperature and the excitation level, a
steady-state solution of Eqn (8) has to be complemented with
an equation describing particle-number conservation in the
system. In a steady state, this equation can be written as

g � n

t
� 4pR 3n0Nd

3t0
; �9�

where t is the exciton lifetime and Nd is the concentration of
the drops. This equation simply states that the generation rate
g is equal to the net rate of recombination in the gas and liquid
phases. The combined solution of Eqns (8) and (9) yields the
critical nucleus radius for a given exciton density and the
steady-state EHD radius, which depends on the EHD
concentration. At low temperatures and high excitation
levels, recombination proceeds mainly in the liquid phase,
and the second term in (9) is much greater than the first. In
this case, R � �3gt0=�4pn0Nd��1=3. Under the reverse relation
between the recombination rates (high temperatures, n only
slightly exceeding nmin), we have n � gt, and the drop radius is
independent of Nd.

To complete the argument, we consider factors that
determine the concentration of drops. It is known from the
classical theory of condensation (see, e.g., [158]) that the
concentration of drops is determined by the probability of
fluctuations leading to the formation of critical nuclei:

dNd

dt
/ n 2 exp

�
ÿ 4psR 2

cr

3kBT

�
; �10�

where Rcr is the critical nucleus radius, which in the case of a
sufficiently large supersaturationDn � nÿ n0T (and n > nmin)
can be expressed as Rcr � 2s=�n0kBT ln �n=n0T��, a formula
valid under the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium.
We can see from Eqn (10) and the expression for Rcr that the
rate of critical nuclei formation increases abruptly with an
increase in the exciton vapor supersaturation. In particular,
for a given generation rate, the degree of supersaturation and
hence the concentration of drops increase as the temperature
decreases, in agreement with the experimental data shown in
Fig. 4b. These formulas also show that the relative super-
saturation Dn=n0T required to sustain a given critical nuclei
formation rate increases as the temperature decreases. This
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leads to a low-temperature discrepancy between the gas
branch of the phase diagram determined from the measure-
ments of the EHL formation thresholds and the dependence
given by Eqn (7), which corresponds to thermodynamic
equilibrium (see Section 2.3).

The effects of supersaturation are most pronounced
in experiments on optical hysteresis, which was discovered
in [159]. A detailed discussion of these experiments can be
found in review [128]. When the excitation power P is
increased gradually, such that a steady state is established at
each value of P, the EHL luminescence appears as the power
approaches a threshold value P� (Fig. 5). A further increase
in P results primarily in the formation of new EHDs and, to a
lesser extent, in the growth of existing ones; thus, the EHL
luminescence intensity increases. If P is increased to some
peak value and is then gradually reduced, the concentration
of EHDs does not change, while their radii start to decrease.
The EHL luminescence disappears atP � Pÿ < P�, when the
drop radii decrease to a value close to Rmin.

The dependence of the size and concentration of EHDs on
the steepness of the front of excitation pulses (see Section 2.4)
is another manifestation of supersaturation effects. Hyster-
esis phenomena, in which the system keeps a memory of its
preceding history, are typical of first-order phase transitions.
However, the uniqueness of the EHL lies in the fact that
billions of generations of its constituent particles, created long
after the EHDs have been formed (several hours in some
experiments), `remember' the initial nucleation conditions.

The critical nucleus formation rate (10) highly depends on
the surface tension coefficient of the EHL. In germanium, the
surface tension coefficient was determined from measure-
ments of the temperature dependence of the EHD concentra-
tion [160, 161, 148], the analysis of the optical hysteresis
thresholds [153, 157], and other methods. At T � 0, the
surface tension is s � �2:6� 0:3� � 10ÿ4 erg cmÿ2 (see
review [128]). The results of theoretical calculations of
surface tension (see reviews [11, 91] and the references
therein) for the EHL in germanium are in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental data. For reference, the
EHL surface tension in silicon is s � 2� 10ÿ3 erg cmÿ2 [162].

We note that at sufficiently low temperatures (T4 1:4 K
for Ge), condensation can occur in the absence of super-
saturation. Under these conditions, there is no hysteresis [83,
128]. Most likely, in this case, the nucleation of EHDs is
triggered by multiexciton±impurity complexes (at least in
silicon) [86, 163, 164].

The picture of the exciton condensation kinetics outlined
in this section provides an explanation of almost all experi-
mental results obtained in studies of the dependences of the
EHD concentration and radius on temperature and the
amplitude and front duration of excitation pulses described
in Section 2.4, except a bound on the drop radius at around
R � 10 mm. Possible mechanisms responsible for this bound
are apparently related to phonon-wind effects (Section 2.9).

At the same time, the above picture corresponds to
relatively low excitation levels. High-power pulsed pumping
initially produces a dense EHP, and EHDs and excitons start
to form only after the EHP density decreases in the course of
recombination to the Mott density or the EHL density. In
silicon, this delay can be as long as several hundred
picoseconds [165]. However, exciton correlations exist in the
EHP even at densities exceeding the Mott threshold [165,
166]. Experiments under pulsed pumping are discussed in
reviews cited at the beginning of this section.

2.6 Recombination kinetics
We consider the behavior of the two-phase nonequilibrium
exciton-gas±EHD system after excitation is turned off. The
kinetics of recombination in this system is described by
Eqn (8), complemented by the continuity equation for the
rate of the variation of the exciton gas density with the
capture and escape of excitons from EHDs (the first term in
Eqn (8) multiplied by Nd) and the annihilation of excitons
owing to the recombination of constituent electrons and holes
taken into account [85, 148]. It is implied that as the system
returns to equilibrium, the concentration of drops remains
unchanged (Nd � const). Instead of writing this equation, we
consider the example of the gas±liquid system in germanium
(t0 4 t, where t is the exciton lifetime) and discuss several
specific cases that allow clarifying the main features of the
recombination process.

At low temperatures, when exciton evaporation from the
surface of the drops can be disregarded, the drop radius and
hence the volume of the liquid phase (which is proportional to
R 3Nd), decrease primarily due to the recombination of
electrons and holes in the liquid. In this case, it follows from
Eqn (8) that

R�t� � R�0� exp
�
ÿ t

3t0

�
;

R 3�t�Nd � R 3�0�Nd exp

�
ÿ t

t0

�
;

�11�

where R�0� is the initial EHD radius. The exciton gas density
n then first decreases from its initial value n�0� exponentially
with a time constant t, and then, at times t4 t, decreases less
rapidly (as the total surface area of the EHDs), its value being
determined by the rate of slow evaporation of the drops.

At higher temperatures, the rate of drop evaporation
becomes comparable to the electron±hole recombination
rate in the liquid. Disregarding the backward flux of excitons
onto the drop surface we obtain

R�t� � R�0� exp
�
ÿ t

3t0

�
ÿ 3

n0T
n0

vTt0

�
1ÿ exp

�
ÿ t

3t0

��
: �12�

from Eqn (8). In this case, the EHD radius decreases non-
exponentially with time and vanishes at some moment tc [126].
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Figure 5. Hysteresis in the EHD luminescence in germanium. The pump

power increases steadily from zero to 7.5 mW (outside the plot frame) and

then decreases back to zero. The total time of the cycle is 192 s [159].
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Thus, the initial radius of the drops can be determined from
the measurements of tc.

The kinetics of the EHD luminescence in germanium
measured in [167] is shown in Fig. 6 (references to other
experiments and the corresponding discussion can be found
in reviews [12, 128, 163]). From the slope of the kinetic curve
recorded at T � 1:8 K, we can obtain the electron±hole pair
lifetime in the liquid t0 � 36 ms. In qualitative agreement with
Eqn (12), the total decay time of the EHD luminescence tc
decreases with increasing the temperature. However, evaluat-
ing R�0� in accordance with Eqn (12) is less straightforward
[12, 17]. This procedure can be used only at relatively low
levels of pulsed excitation, in which case it yields reasonable
values of R�0� [126, 168] that agree with the results obtained
by other methods [169, 170].

As the intensity of pulsed excitation is increased (and
hence supersaturation also increases), the concentration of
drops increases steeply, according to Eqn (10). Then the rate
of the exciton capture by the surface of the drops can become
higher than the rate of exciton annihilation. In this collective
relaxation regime (where excitons appearing upon the
evaporation of the drops are recaptured by them prior to
annihilation), measurements of the cutoff time yield the total
number of electron±hole pairs in the liquid phase (the volume
of the liquid) immediately after an excitation pulse, rather
than the initial radius of the EHDs R�0� (as is the case in the
regime of independent annihilation) [171]. The results
presented in Fig. 6 were obtained under these conditions. In
this situation, excitons are in quasi-equilibrium with the
EHDs, and, in the course of the decay of the drops, the
exciton concentration n � n0T remains nearly constant (more
exactly, it decreases much more slowly than the volume of the
liquid phase) for a fairly long period t � �2ÿ3� t0 [167, 172,
173] (Fig. 7).

Until now, we have implicitly assumed that all EHDs are
of the same size. Actually, this is incorrect for high excitation
levels. The size distribution of the drops follows a power law:
f �R� / Rÿn, where n can vary from 3 to 6 (for Ge) depending
on the experimental conditions [170, 175]. Thus, small drops
account for a noticeable fraction of the total EHL volume,
and evaporation can substantially contribute to the total rate
of decay of the volume of small drops even at low
temperatures (T4 2 K).

The electron±hole pair lifetime in the EHL in germanium,
determined from experiments of the kind described above, is
t0 � 36ÿ40 ms. Typical exciton lifetimes in different samples
are t � 2ÿ9 ms (see reviews [12, 128, 163]). The particle
recombination rate in the liquid is tÿ10 � tÿ1r � tÿ1A , where
tÿ1r / n0 is the radiative recombination rate and tÿ1A / n 2

0 is
the nonradiative Auger recombination rate. The quantum
efficiency of EHL luminescence in Ge is Q � t0=tr � 25%
[176]. In silicon, the EHL density n0 is greater than in
germanium by more than an order of magnitude (see the
table). Therefore, for the EHL in Si, the Auger recombination
rate tÿ1A 4 tÿ1r , and the quantum efficiency Q�5� 10ÿ4 is
very low [177]. The lifetime of electron±hole pairs in the liquid
and that of excitons are respectively t0�0:15 ms and
t�2ÿ5 ms [177±181].

Thus, in contrast to germanium, in silicon we have t0 5 t
and EHDs decay faster than excitons. Hence, the recombina-
tion kinetics in the exciton-gas±EHL system in silicon differs
qualitatively from the picture of kinetic processes outlined
above for germanium [12, 14, 17, 19, 128, 163].

2.7 Motion of EHDs under external forces
Because the charge carriers bound into the EHDs are Fermi
degenerate, their scattering by lattice vibrations and crystal-
structure defects is strongly suppressed; only electrons and
holes in the energy intervals of width � kBT5E e; h

F near the
respective Fermi levels can take part in scattering processes.
For this reason, the mobility of drops at low temperatures is
fairly high and they can easily be accelerated by external
forces to velocities close to the velocity of sound in the crystal
and can travel over macroscopic distances. High mobility
represents one of the main properties of EHDs, which, to a
large extent, allows observing most of the phenomena
discussed in this section and Sections 2.8±2.10.

The dominant mechanism responsible for the deceleration
of EHDs in sufficiently pure crystals is the scattering of
electrons and holes comprising a drop by acoustic phonons,
and, at low velocities v5 s, where s is the speed of sound, the
friction force, which is proportional to the velocity [3].
Therefore, when an external force F acts on a drop, a
constant-speed drift motion sets in after a short time t � tp
(where tp is the drop momentum relaxation time). The drift
velocity is

v � tp
MN

F � tp
M

f ; �13�
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Figure 6. EHD luminescence kinetics in ultrapure germanium after

excitation with an 80 ns pulse from a GaAs laser (pulse energy 30 erg;

diameter of the laser spot at the sample surface � 0:6 mm) at various
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whereN is the total number of electron±hole pairs in the drop,
M is the effective mass of an electron±hole pair, and f � F=N
is the external force per pair of particles in the liquid. The
coefficient before F in Eqn (13) is the dropmobility. As a rule,
F / N and the drift velocity v is independent of the drop size.
Exactly this situation is implied when we speak about the
`highmobility' of EHDs, the term `mobility' being used in this
case for the ratio tp=M . At the same time, the diffusion
coefficient of EHDs is fairly small, because, according to the
Einstein relation DEHD � kBT tp=�MN�, it is inversely pro-
portional to the total mass of the drop [17].

The EHD momentum relaxation time tp was calculated
by Keldysh [3] and Keldysh and Tikhodeev [182] for a
semiconductor with an idealized band structure; later, a
number of authors carried out calculations with the multi-
valley structure of the conduction band, screening of the
deformation potential by the EHD-bound charge carriers,
and other factors taken into account.4 The relaxation time
increases significantly with decreasing the temperature. At
low temperatures (T < 1 K forGe), tp / Tÿ5, similarly to the
mobility of electrons in metals limited by acoustic-phonon
scattering.

In this section, we consider the motion of EHDs in the
fields of nonuniform strain, either static [6, 106, 160] or
dynamic (ultrasound waves [182, 184] and strain pulses
[185]). Effects related to the drag of EHDs by the phonon
wind [186] are considered in Sections 2.9 and 2.10. The
acceleration of EHDs by other forces is also possible, but we
do not dwell on these issues here.

In a nonuniform strain field, each electron±hole pair in the
liquid is acted upon by a force

f � ÿH�Eg � E0� � ÿ
X
i; k

DikHeik ; �14�

where eik are the components of the deformation tensor,
Dik � q�Eg � E0�=qeik is the net deformation potential of
electrons and holes in the liquid, and Eg is the band gap. For
P > Pcr (see Section 2.2), the energy E0 per pair of particles in
the ground state of the liquid is independent of P (Fig. 2c),
and f � ÿHEg. The force given by Eqn (14) causes the motion
of EHDs in strain fields.

In the field of a plane longitudinal ultrasound wave with
ls 4R propagating along the z axis, the force is f �
qDezz sin �otÿ qz�, where ezz is the strain amplitude in the
wave, o is the angular frequency, q � 2p=ls is the magnitude
of the wave vector q, and ls is the wavelength. Under the
action of f, the drop is dragged in the direction of q and at the
same time performs an oscillatory motion as a whole in the
course of the drift [182]. For low sound-wave intensities, when
the drift velocity of drops is v5 sL, the ultrasound absorption
coefficient attains a maximum as a function of tp at otp � 1.
For high sound-wave intensities, the drops can be entirely
`captured' by the wave and carried along at the speed of
longitudinal sound (v � sL).

5

The damping of ultrasound upon propagation through an
EHD cloud in germanium was observed and investigated in
[183] (the sound frequency and wavelength were 160 MHz

and ls � 30 mm). The temperature dependence of the sound
absorption coefficient exhibited a maximum at T � 2:4 K.
Under the experimental conditions of that study, the
temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient was
determined by the behavior of the EHD momentum relaxa-
tion time. The value of the momentum relaxation time at
T � 2:4 K was tp � oÿ1 � 1 ns. As the ultrasound intensity
was increased, an additional maximum appeared in the
temperature dependence of the absorption at T � 3:2 K.
This maximum is related to the excitation of capillary
oscillations in EHDs [187, 188] (see also [189]). The drag of
the EHDs by ultrasound was demonstrated in [184] by
observing a change in the shape of the EHD cloud, which
became elongated in the direction of the sound wave.

An experimental study of the EHD drag by pulses of
longitudinal and transverse (shear) strain (coherent phonons)
was carried out in [185]. Such pulses were generated in a Ge
sample upon the irradiation of a thin metallic film deposited
onto one of the faces of the sample by short high-intensity
laser pulses. Propagating through the EHD cloud, strain
pulses dragged the drops and transferred them with the
speeds of longitudinal and transverse sound at distances as
long as 4 mm (Fig. 8).

Themotion of EHDs in nonuniform static strain fields has
been studied most thoroughly [12, 14, 17, 112, 113]. Here, we
briefly discuss the experiments in [106, 160], carried out using
germanium samples of a special shape (resembling that of an
hourglass) where the cross-sectional area varied along the
compression axis according to a certain law. The distributions
of elastic stress and of the strain gradient in the sample (and
hence the force f) could easily be calculated. Therefore, the
position of drops along the axis could be determined by
monitoring the spectral position of the EHL luminescence
line (Fig. 2c). These experiments demonstrated that EHDs
created near the top or bottom of the samplemove toward the
middle section, where the strain is the highest. Upon
excitation of strained samples with short laser pulses
(duration tp � 0:2 ms), it was observed that the line corre-
sponding to EHD luminescence in the top section of the
sample, where the droplets were created, fades away from the
spectrum with time, and the line corresponding to EHD
luminescence in the middle section appears instead. Under
these experimental conditions, the time of this spectral
transformation, which is the time required for the drops to

4 Relevant references and a discussion of the results obtained can be found

in reviews [17, 112], where almost the entire range of issues related to the

motion of EHDs is considered (see also reviews [12, 14, 113]).
5 The deceleration and the properties of EHDs moving at near- and

supersonic velocities represent an interesting topic in and of itself (see

reviews cited in footnote 4).
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travel from the top to the middle of the sample, was � 1 ms.
This corresponds to the average velocity of EHD motion
v � 3� 105 cm sÿ1.

In conclusion, we present some numerical data on the
EHD momentum relaxation time. The values of tp in Ge
obtained by different methods exhibit considerable scatter
(see reviews [12, 14, 17, 112, 113]). Adjusting the above-
reported value of tp corresponding to the maximum in the
temperature dependence of ultrasound absorption to the
temperature T � 2 K, we obtain tp � 2 ns. The experiments
by Tamor and Wolfe, considered in the next section, yield
tp � 0:53 ns for Ge [190] and tp � 0:6 ns for Si [191] at
T � 2 K.

2.8 Giant electron±hole drops
Qualitatively new properties of the EHL were discovered
under conditions where the electron±hole system is confined
within some region of a nonuniformly strained sample where
strain-induced shifts of the conduction and valence band
edges result in the appearance of potential wells for electrons
and holes (below, we refer to this region simply as the
`potential well'). In the experiments considered below, a
compressive force was applied to the surface of the sample
using a nylon screw or a steel die with a spherical tip. In this
case, one or several potential wells form in the crystal,
depending on the crystallographic orientation of the com-
pression axis. A wide range of issues related to the behavior
of nonequilibrium electron±hole systems confined to a
potential well in nonuniformly strained Ge and Si is
discussed in review [113]. Additional information can be
found in reviews [12, 94, 95, 192]. Here, we restrict ourselves
to a discussion of experiments with large, or giant, EHL
drops (called g drops 6).

Figure 9 shows a photograph of the surface of a
nonuniformly strained Ge sample recorded by scanning a
magnified image of this surface in the plane of the entrance slit
of a spectrometer tuned to the EHL luminescence line [190]. A

compression force was applied to the center of the upper face
of the sample. The potential well is located in the bulk of the
sample near the middle of the large egg-shaped luminous
spot, which is the image of a giant EHD formed in the
potential well. A `flare' emanating from the excited region of
the sample (in the vicinity of the laser focus) represents a
cloud of conventional EHDs moving in the nonuniform
strain field. Owing to the strain pattern, the EHDs are
initially forced away from the sample surface in a nearly
straight motion along the x axis and then, after traveling
about 1 mm, move toward the potential well, where they
merge into a giant drop.

Giant EHDs in nonuniformly strained Ge were discov-
ered by a team at the University of California, Berkeley [193,
194], who observed the appearance of dimensional reso-
nances in the absorption of 25 GHz microwave radiation at
certain values of the magnetic field. These resonances are
related to the formation of standing Alfven waves in a giant
EHD. Because the velocity of Alfven waves is vA / B,
resonance conditions for different standing-wave modes can
be attained by varying the magnetic field (see review [95]).
These experiments made it possible to determine the radius of
giant EHDs and to investigate their kinetics after the
excitation is switched off. This kinetics could be described
by the first expression in Eqn (11).

The radius of a giant EHD can also be determined from its
photographic image (Fig. 9). However, such an image does
not provide information on the internal structure of objects;
in particular, a cloud of small-size drops cannot be distin-
guished from amonodrop (cf. their images in Fig. 9). The fact
that the giant drop is a single whole is corroborated by the
occurrence of Alfven dimensional resonances and by the
absence of light scattering, characteristic of a cloud of a
drops, in the bulk of the giant drop [195, 196].

The unusual paramagnetic properties of giant EHDs are a
very interesting subject. A paramagnetic moment appears in a
magnetic field due to the existence of recombination flows of
electrons and holes within the liquid [197]. For this reason, the
drop flattens in the direction of the field (see reviews [94, 95,
113] and the references therein).

Like conventional EHDs, g drops have a metallic nature.
The quantitative characteristics of giant EHDs, which were
determined in experiments of different kinds [113, 198±200],
depend on the orientation andmagnitude of the compression.
The radius of a g drop increases with the excitation level,
because the total number of electron±hole pairs in the
potential well increases, and can be as large as � 0:5 mm.
Because the giant drop is located in the region of highest
strain in the sample, its density is considerably lower (by a
factor of 3±5 in most experiments) than the density of EHDs
in unstrained Ge (see the table). Because of their low density,
the lifetime of giant EHDs ismore than an order ofmagnitude
longer (t0 � 500 ms) than the lifetime of conventional EHDs
(see Section 2.6).

Thus, similarly to a conventional liquid prevented from
spilling out by the walls of a vessel, the EHL in nonuniformly
strained germanium is accumulated in the potential well and
forms a giant drop. A different scenario is realized in silicon.
Small EHDs in a potential well do not merge into a single
drop [113]; the formation of a giant EHD is prevented by the
forces of mutual repulsion between the drops originating
from phonon-wind effects (Section 2.9). The kinetics of the
formation of a giant EHD in a potential well with the
phonon-wind forces taken into account, as well as other

6 In contrast to conventional EHDs, also called a drops. Giant EHDs are

sometimes also called monodrops.
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Figure 9. Images of luminescent regions in a nonuniformly strained Ge

sample under CW excitation. The large luminous spot is a giant EHD

and the elongated spot is a stream of small drops. The glow at the edges of

the sample results from the scattering of recombination radiation from

the EHDs on the surface. The sample size is 3:5� 3:3� 2:7 mm3 and

T � 2 K [190].
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related theoretical and experimental results, are considered
in review [17].

2.9 Phonon wind
Nearly all of the energy spent on the formation of electron±
hole pairs in a crystal ultimately dissipates into heat, i.e., is
transferred to acoustic phonons (optical phonons decay into
acoustic phonons very rapidly). Hence, in the presence of
EHDs in a semiconductor, the appearance of intense streams
of nonequilibrium acoustic phonons is inevitable. Non-
equilibrium phonons are absorbed by excitons and EHDs
and impart quasimomentum to them, which means that a
phonon stream exerts a force on excitons and EHDs. As we
see below, this force (the phonon-wind force) is of key
importance for dynamic, microscopic, and spatial properties
of the exciton-gas±EHD system [201, 186]). Effects related to
the phonon wind are discussed in this and the next sections.
Most comprehensively, this issue is considered in reviews [17,
112] (see also [12, 14]).

In an elastically isotropic semiconductor with an idealized
band structure, the phonon-wind force acting on a pair of
particles in the liquid at a point r is

f�r� � m 2D 2

2p�h 3rs 2Ln0
jqjq4 2kF

J�r� �15�

(summation over electrons and holes is omitted). Here, m is
the charge-carrier effective mass, D is the deformation
potential constant, r is the crystal density, sL is the velocity
of longitudinal sound, J�r� is the phonon energy flux density,
and jqjq4 2kF

is the magnitude of the wave vector of phonons
averaged over their distribution function (the subscript
indicates that due to energy and quasimomentum conserva-
tion, only relatively long-wavelength phonons with q4 2kF
can be absorbed in a degenerate EHL).

In a semiconductor with an idealized band structure,
charge carriers can interact only with longitudinal phonons.
In multivalley semiconductors, absorption of transverse
phonons by the EHL is also possible. In this case, the
electron±phonon interaction is anisotropic, which means
that for each conduction-band valley, D and m in Eqn (15)
depend on the angle between q and the rotation axis of the
constant-energy ellipsoid and, in addition, D depends on the
phonon polarization. Moreover, deformation potentials
within the EHL change due to the screening of electron±
phonon interaction, which is also anisotropic. Furthermore,
the magnitude of the electron Fermi wave vector kF in the
EHL depends on the direction of q, which also contributes to
the anisotropy of the force given by Eqn (15). Owing to the
degeneracy of the valence band, holes can also interact with
both longitudinal and transverse phonons. But the leading
contribution to the absorption of phonons by the EHL comes
from electrons (see [17, 112] and the references therein).

Under the action of a force f , EHDs acquire a drift
velocity v determined by expression (13). This effect of EHD
drag by the phonon wind, predicted by Keldysh [186], gives
rise to most of the phenomena considered in this and the next
sections. The layout of the experiment in which the drag effect
was observed for the first time [186] is shown in the inset in
Fig. 10. An EHD cloud formed under a bulk quasi-CW
excitation of Ge by a laser emitting at the wavelength
l � 1:52 mm was analyzed by the absorption of a probe
beam with l � 3:39 mm. Nonequilibrium phonons were
generated in the bottom part of the sample under CW

pumping by a laser with l � 1:06 mm. When the EHD cloud
was located between the probe beam and the phonon-
generation region, EHDs moved under the action of the
phonon wind toward the probe beam. In these experiments,
EHDs were dragged by the phonon wind over distances of
more than 2 mm. The spatial distribution of the absorption
established under the action of the phonon wind is shown in
Fig. 10. It can be described by the dependence �n�x� /
exp �ÿx=Ld�, typical of drift motion (here, �n is the average
concentration of electron±hole pairs bound to the EHDs,
Ld � vt0 is the drift length, and t0 is the electron±hole pair
lifetime in the liquid). The slope of the straight line in Fig. 10
yields the drift length Ld � 0:5 mm, which, for t0 � 40 ms,
corresponds to the velocity of the drop motion v �
1:3� 103 cm sÿ1. Measurements carried out for different
values of the l � 1:06 mm pump power indicate that in
agreement with expressions (13) and (15), the drift velocity
of EHDs increases linearly with the pump intensity. Subse-
quently, the drag of EHDs by the phonon wind [202±204] and
the absorption of nonequilibrium phonons by the EHL [203,
205±208] were investigated in a range of experiments of
different kinds.

An important role in understanding the entire range of
phenomena under discussion is played by the mechanisms
responsible for the generation of the phonon wind, i.e.,
relatively long-wavelength acoustic phonons with q4 2kF
under optical excitation of semiconductor crystals. Such
phonons are emitted at the final stage of thermalization of
photoexcited charge carriers, when their kinetic energy
becomes lower than the Fermi energy of the EHL particles
(the primary phonon wind).

The energy of charge carriers released upon their
thermalization is mainly carried away by optical phonons,
which rapidly decay into high-frequency acoustic phonons.
At low temperatures (kBT5 �ho) and small occupancies of
phonon states (No 5 1), the main process of acoustic phonon
relaxation is the spontaneous decay into two phonons with
lower energies, which occurs at a rate tÿ1N / o 5. In suffi-
ciently pure Ge and Si, the main resistive process leading to
the loss of quasimomentum by the phonon subsystem is the
Rayleigh scattering of phonons on isotopic impurities; the
rate of this process is tÿ1R / o 4. A cloud of nonequilibrium
phonons forms in the photoexcited region of the crystal, and
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Figure 10. Absorption of probe radiation (l � 3:39 mm) by EHL droplets

versus the distance between the center of the EHD generation region and

the probe beam. Phonons are generated� 7 mm below the probe beam by

radiation with l � 1:06 mm and a power � 40 mW; the temperature is

T � 1:95 K. The inset shows the experiment layout [186].
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the rate of the diffusive expansion of this cloud, which is
determined by the time tR, increases with a decrease in the
phonon frequency o. At large occupancies (No � 1), pro-
cesses of phonon merger become important, and a Planck
distribution of nonequilibrium phonons with a temperature
considerably exceeding that of the crystal can be established
in the photoexcited region: a so-called hot spot forms [203,
209±211], which emits long-wavelength phonons in the course
of cooling. The regimes of propagation of nonequilibrium
phonons can be rather diverse; they are analyzed in detail in
review [212] (see also [17, 112]). It is essential for us, however,
that there exists a diffusively expanding cloud of high-
frequency nonequilibrium phonons, which ultimately decay
into long-wavelength ballistic phonons (phonon wind). Here-
after, we call this region a `hot spot' (regardless of whether a
certain temperature has been established in this spot), and the
corresponding component of the phonon wind is referred to
as phonons emitted by the hot spot.

Another contribution to the phonon wind arises from the
EHDs themselves. Themain channel of the electron±hole pair
recombination in the liquid phase is the Auger process (see
Section 2.6). In each recombination act, an Auger particle
acquires an energy of the order of the band gapEg. During the
relaxation of Auger particles, some fraction b of this energy is
transferred to the charge carriers bound into EHDs. As a
result, the drop temperature is higher than the lattice
temperature [12, 17, 112, 213±215]. In the limit case of small
overheating (DT5T ), the relative increase in the drop
temperature is DT=T � bEgtp=�3Ms 2t0� [17, 112]. An EHD
overheated compared with the crystal lattice acts as a thermal
generator of nonequilibrium phonons.

The phonon energy flux emitted per unit volume of
the liquid is DF � bEgn0=t0. The existence of this flux
leads to several effects that have a significant effect on the
EHD properties. In the isotropic case, the phonon energy
flux density at a distance r from the center of a drop of
radius R is

J�r� � 1

3
bEg

n0
t0

R 3

r 3
r : �16�

This stream of phonons drags the excitons,7 and hence the
exciton-gas density in the vicinity of the drop decreases, which
leads to a reduction in the drop growth rate. Because
J�R� / R, the growth of EHDs slows down abruptly with
increasing R. This is one of the possible mechanisms
responsible for the limitation of the EHD radius observed
experimentally (see Section 2.4) [147, 186].

Another, probably more efficient, mechanism that can
limit the EHD size is related to the instability of large
volumes of the EHL caused by the phonon wind generated
within the liquid itself [201]. Some of the nonequilibrium
phonons emitted by the EHL are absorbed within the liquid.
Between two elementary volumes dV and dV 0 in the liquid
separated by a distance r, there is a repulsion force given by
the expression

F � bEg

8p 2

n0
t0

m 2D 2

�h 3rs 2
jqj dV dV 0

r 3
r � r 2

ph

dV dV 0

r 3
r ; �17�

which follows from Eqns (15) and (16). Here, we have
introduced a notation rph, and we can see that bulk forces
within the EHL originating from the phonon wind can be
formally described as forces within a uniformly charged liquid
with the charge density rph. A stability analysis for drops with
R > Rs � �15s=�4pr 2

ph��1=3 demonstrates that surface tension
supports the stability of spherical drops with the radii
R < Rb �

���
23
p

Rs. An estimation for EHDs in Ge (where
rph � 300 g1=2 cmÿ3=2 sÿ1) yields the limit radius
Rb � 20 mm, in reasonable agreement with the experimental
data [17, 112, 216].8

Certainly, repulsive forces (17) act not only between
different parts of the same drop but also between all EHDs
in the drop cloud [201]. In [216], the expansion of an EHD
cloud due to the action of these mutual repulsion forces was
observed over time spans of 10±100 ms after bulk excitation of
germanium with short light pulses, i.e., in the situation where
the formation of an EHD layer and the relaxation of the hot
spot were completed (see Section 2.10). The experiment was
arranged such that the EHD layer had the shape of a ring
whose radius increased with time at an average velocity
� 4� 103 cm sÿ1. From these experimental data, the value
of the constant of repulsive interaction in the EHL rph that is
quoted above was obtained.

Forces of mutual repulsion acting between EHDs play an
important role in the dynamics of the drop cloud and
considerably affect its shape and size. This issue is treated in
more detail in Section 2.10, while here we mention the
experiment in [216], which confirmed the existence of this
interaction. The authors observed an increase in the drift
velocity of EHDs in a drop cloud in Ge (see Section 2.10,
Fig. 11) when the drops were heated by infrared radiation.
The generation of phonons upon EHD heating by infrared
radiation was observed in [217].

There are no estimates for the repulsive interaction
constant rph in the EHL in silicon based on experimental
data. An estimation according to formula (17) yields rph �
2� 104 g1=2 cmÿ3=2 sÿ1 for b � 0:1 [17]. Using this value, we

7 A drag of excitons by the phonon wind was observed in [186] in

experiments similar to those in which the EHD drag was studied.

However, this effect is much weaker.
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8 Other mechanisms limiting the EHD size, unrelated to phonon wind

effects, are possible as well (see reviews [17, 112] and the references

therein).
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obtain the maximum EHD radius Rb � 2 mm. In highly
compressed Si, a reduction in the EHL density and an
increase in the electron±hole pair lifetime in the liquid (see
the table and Section 2.6) lead to a decrease in rph by about an
order of magnitude. However, even in highly compressed Si,
rph exceeds that in unstrained Ge by almost a factor of 10.
Strong repulsive interaction between the EHDs prevents the
formation of giant drops in a potential well in nonuniformly
strained silicon (Section 2.8).

In conclusion, we mention that EHDs can be considered
to be lumps of crystal-excitation energy, and their motion
under the action of external forces to be directional excita-
tion-energy transfer. The energy stored in EHDs can be
transformed into other forms of energy. For example, in the
experiments in [218] and [219], EHDs were transferred by the
phonon wind to the surface of the sample, where the energy
stored in the drops was released in a process of rapid
nonradiative surface recombination and emitted into liquid
helium surrounding the sample, being transformed into the
energy of sound waves excited in a helium bath.

2.10 Spatial structure and dynamics
of the electron±hole drop cloud
For a long time, the problem of the spatial distribution of
EHDs was one of the most mysterious (a detailed discussion
of this problem and the corresponding experiments can be
found in reviews [12, 14, 17, 112, 163]). Numerous measure-
ments of the `diffusion coefficient' of EHDs yielded values
differing by six orders of magnitude. It was established that
EHDs move from the excitation region, where they form, at
high speeds, and the size of the drop cloud increases with
increasing the excitation level and decreasing the tempera-
ture. Models proposed for the dynamics of the EHD cloud
did not explain the entire body of experimental data. The key
to the solution to this problem was found by Keldysh [186,
201], who demonstrated that the drag of EHDs by the phonon
wind (see Section 2.9) can be of decisive importance for the
dynamics of the drop cloud and determine its shape and size.
Experimental results, some of which are discussed below,
have fully confirmed this conclusion.

The velocity of the drop motion and the shape of the
EHD cloud depend on the excitation geometry. The
spherical geometry is used most frequently: if the propaga-
tion of nonequilibrium phonons and the electron±phonon
interaction are isotropic, focusing the excitation light into a
tight spot leads to the formation of a hemispherical EHD
cloud. The drops move from the excitation region along the
radii of the hemisphere, and, under CW excitation, the
velocity of the drop motion outside the excitation region at
a distance r from the center of the hemisphere can be
expressed as

v�r� � 1

2p�nmaxt0r 2

�
GGt0 � 2p

�r
0

�n�r� r 2 dr
�
; �18�

where G is the total number of electron±hole pairs generated
in the sample per unit time, �n�r� is the average density of the
liquid phase at the point r, G � DE=�bEg�, DE is the energy
converted into the phonon wind in the excitation region per
photoexcited electron±hole pair, and

�nmax � Mn 2
0

4pr 2
phtpt0

: �19�

The term proportional to G in Eqn (18) accounts for the drag
of the drops by the phonon wind produced in the excitation
region (the primary phonon wind and phonons emitted at the
hot spot; see Section 2.9). The integral term describes the
expansion of the EHD cloud caused by the repulsive
interaction between the drops. The quantities G and �nmax are
the main parameters that govern the spatial distribution of
EHDs.

Here, we omit detailed analysis and cumbersome for-
mulas that describe the spatial distribution of EHDs (see
reviews [17, 112] and the references therein) and restrict
ourselves to a brief discussion of the main properties of the
drop cloud. We can see from Eqn (18) that the velocity of the
drop motion and hence the drift length of the drops, which
determines the size of the cloud, increases with decreasing the
temperature (v / tp; see Section 2.7) and with increasing the
excitation level. At high excitation levels (Ggt0 4 �nmax=G,
where g is the generation rate per unit volume in the excitation
region) and low temperatures (when the evaporation of the
drops during their motion can be disregarded), the EHD drift
length is

Leff �
�

3Gt0
2p�nmax

�1� G�
�1=3

: �20�

As long as the total number of electron±hole pairs bound into
drops is proportional toG and the volume of the drop cloud is
proportional to L 3

eff, the density of liquid-phase particles
averaged over the volume of the cloud is independent of the
generation rate at high excitation levels. In the excitation
region, �n � �nmax=G; this is the highest average density of
particles in the condensed phase that can be attained under
the conditions of steady-state non-bulk excitation [186].

An increase in the size of the EHD cloud in Ge
proportional to the excitation intensity, as well as the
saturation at a level of �n � 1015 cmÿ3 of the average density
of the liquid phase with increasing the excitation intensity
were observed in a number of studies considered in detail in
the cited review publications. The estimation of �nmax accord-
ing to formula (19) using the value of rph given in the
preceding section yields �nmax � 1:8� 1014 cmÿ3 and G �
�nmax=�n � 0:2 [220, 221].

Direct confirmation of the dynamic nature of the EHD
cloud was obtained in the experiments in [222], where the
spatial distribution of the EHD drift velocities was measured
at different excitation levels (Fig. 11). The velocities of EHDs
were deduced from the measured Doppler frequency shift of
the probe radiation scattered upon them.

We note that the description of exciton condensation
kinetics considered in Section 2.5 cannot be immediately
applied to a dynamic EHD cloud. In a steady-state dynamic
cloud, thememory of the initial conditions, defined by the rate
of switching on the excitation, is lacking. The main macro-
scopic parameters characterizing the exciton-drop cloud
(the exciton gas density, the average concentration of
electron±hole pairs bound into drops, the radius and con-
centration of the drops) and the spatial distribution of these
parameters depend significantly on the EHD drift velocity,
which is determined by the phonon wind intensity [223].
Transient processes can be fairly complicated, which can be
seen in Fig. 12. Before a steady state is established after the
excitation is switched on, the EHD radius, determined from
the scattering of probe radiation at l � 3:39 mm, decreases
initially and then begins to increase to a steady-state value.
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The absorption of probe radiation passes through a
maximum at the initial stage [224]. It was demonstrated
in [225] that the transient absorption peak is observed only
at high excitation levels, when the phonon wind effect is
important.

The most beautiful manifestation of the effect of EHD
drag by phonon wind and, at the same time, convincing
evidence indicating that this effect is responsible for the
formation of the spatial distribution of EHDs is the
occurrence of the anisotropic spatial structure of the drop
cloud in germanium, observed and investigated in detail in a
series of experiments [226±230]. The anisotropic spatial
structure of the EHD cloud appears upon the tight point-
like focusing of the excitation laser beam onto the surface of
the sample. Its existence originates from the anisotropy of
phonon fluxes and the anisotropy of the electron spectrum of
the crystal and the electron±phonon interaction, as men-
tioned in Section 2.9. Because of the anisotropy in the elastic
properties, acoustic phonons in crystals propagate predomi-
nantly along certain crystallographic directions (the focusing,
or channeling, of phonons 9). In germanium, longitudinal
acoustic phonons are focused along the h111i directions,
while transverse phonons in the T1 mode (fast transverse

mode for the h110i directions) propagate close to the {100}
planes, and those in the T2 mode (slow transverse mode) close
to the h100i and h111i axes. Correspondingly, the main
features in the spatial structure of the EHD cloud are wide
lobes near the h111i crystallographic directions and narrow
flares stretched along the h100i axes of the crystal. Photo-
graphs of an EHD cloud are shown in Fig. 13.

Experimental data for silicon are scarce. Because the EHL
lifetime in Si is considerably shorter than that in Ge (see
Section 2.6), the size of the drop cloud in Si is small. The
average concentration of electron±hole pairs bound into
drops saturates with the pump intensity at a level of
�n � 1:5� 1016 cmÿ3 [232]. An estimation by formula (19)
using the value of rph given in Section 2.9 yields �nmax �
1:9� 1016 cmÿ3. These values of the average concentration
correspond to G � 1:3. The anisotropic structure of the EHD
cloud in Si is fairly weakly pronounced, apparently mainly
because the size of the cloud is of the same order as the size of
the excitation region.

So far, we have considered the properties of a steady-
state drop cloud. Spatiotemporal measurements under
pulsed laser excitation allow investigating the dynamics of
the EHD cloud and, furthermore, revealing effects originat-
ing from different components of the phonon wind (see
Section 2.9), because these components are separated in time
(see reviews [17, 112] and the references therein).

The dynamics of the EHD cloud in germanium under
pulsed excitation was studied for the first time is [233], where
spatially and temporally resolved measurements of the
scattering of probe radiation by drops were carried out.
Under sufficiently intense excitation, a layer of EHDs was
observed to form, moving from the excited surface into the
bulk of the crystal. In a series of similar experiments carried
out later by a team at the Lebedev Institute, it was established
that the dynamics of the drop cloud passes consecutively
through three stages differing by the mechanisms of the
generation of the phonon wind (see Section 2.9) propelling
the drops:

(i) A cloud of nonequilibrium charge carriers expands at a
constant near-sonic velocity under the action of the primary
phonon wind, with the formation of an EHD layer commenc-
ing at the leading edge of the cloud. The expansion velocity is
nearly independent of the excitation level and temperature.
The duration of this stage is t4 0:5 ms [234].

(ii) Under the action of the phonon wind emitted by the
hot spot, the EHD layer moves into the bulk of the sample for
� 8 ms with a velocity that decreases steadily from its initial
value � 105 cm sÿ1 (parallel linear segments on the curves in
Fig. 14) [235].

(iii) Expansion of the EHD cloud at an average velocity
� 103 cm sÿ1 under the action of the mutual repulsion forces
between the EHDs [236]. The duration of this final stage of
the cloud dynamics exceeds 100 ms.

Figure 14 shows the variation in the velocity of the leading
edge of the EHD layer during the first and second stages of
the drop cloud dynamics.

Similarly to the steady-state case, the drop cloud has an
anisotropic spatial structure under pulsed excitation
(Figs 13b±13e) [237, 238].

Finally, we note that the model suggested in [234] to
describe the first stage of the EHD cloud dynamics proves to
be also applicable to explaining exciton transport in bulk
semiconductors [239, 240] and quantum wells [241] at high
levels of optical excitation.
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9 Phonon focusing is considered in detail in review [231]. See also [17, 112]

and the references therein, which also include information on the studies of

phonon propagation in germanium.
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3. Electron±hole liquid in low-dimensional
semiconductor structures

3.1. Stability of the electron±hole liquid
in low-dimensional structures
The possibility of the formation of a liquid in low-dimen-
sional structures is determined, similarly to bulk materials, by
the stability of the liquid state (see Section 2.2): the absolute
value of the energy per pair of particles in the ground state of
the liquid has to exceed the exciton binding energy (or, strictly
speaking, the energy per exciton in an excitonmolecule). Both
the ground-state energy of the liquid and the exciton binding
energy in low-dimensional structures depend on the para-
meters of the specific structure (e.g., the well width and depth
in QW structures) and of the constituent materials.

According to the calculations in [242±244], in GaAs=AlGaAs
QWs, which are type-I heterostructures (the potential wells
for electrons and holes occur in the same layers of the
structure, in this case, in GaAs layers), the EHL is unstable
for typical parameters of the structure because the exciton
ground state has the lowest energy. In this regard, we recall
that the EHL in bulk GaAs is stable only because of the
polaron effect (see Section 2.2).10 At the same time, the EHL
is stable in narrow (several-monolayer-wide) GaAs=AlAs
QWs of type II (electrons and holes occupy the neighboring
layers of the structure, in this case, AlAs and GaAs layers)
[244±246]. For six- and four-monolayer-wide layers respec-
tively in GaAs and AlAs, the work function of excitons in the
EHL is as high as 2.5 meV [244].

We note that upon the transition from GaAs/AlGaAs to
GaAs/AlAs structures, both excitons and the EHL become
spatially indirect (dipolar) and, furthermore, momentum-
space indirect and anisotropic. A higher degeneracy (an
increase in the number of equivalent minima in the conduc-
tion band) and the anisotropy of the electron spectrum have a
relatively weak effect on the binding energy of excitons and
biexcitons; 11 but lead to a considerable increase in the
ground-state binding energy of the liquid (see Section 2.2). It
can therefore be guessed a priori that the EHL is stable in low-
dimensional systems based on multivalley semiconductors.

3.2 Condensation of dipolar excitons
in GaAs/AlGaAs structures with double quantum wells
Apparently, the condensation of dipolar excitons into the EHL
in type-II heterostructures was observed for the first time in a
study of the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of short-period
GaAs/AlAs superlattices grown on (311)A-oriented GaAs
substrates [249]. A structure of this kind represents a super-
lattice of quantumwires that form along the growth steps and
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10 It should be mentioned that the experimental observation of an EHL

with a low binding energy (exciton work function in the liquid) in direct-

gap semiconductors and inQWs based on thesematerials can be hampered

by the self-heating of the exciton system in the processes of radiative

recombination of excitons and biexcitons [247].
11 The binding energies of excitonic molecules in bilayer systems were

calculated in [248].
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are tunneling-coupled in the plane of the superlattice layers.
The density, the binding energy (exciton work function), and
the critical temperature of the observed EHLwere found to be
n0 � 1:3� 1012 cmÿ2, j � 4:5 meV, and Tc � 16 K. At
temperatures exceeding the critical temperature, the EHP
luminescence was observed.

Superlattices that had similar parameters but were grown
on (001)-oriented GaAs substrates and hence represented
heterostructures with planar QWs were investigated in [250,
251]. The dynamics of the PL spectra was measured under
excitation with a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser emitting a
train of 140 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz (380 kHz
after pulse picker). At the temperature T � 10 K, the PL
spectrum featured a broad EHP luminescence line for about
0.4 ns after the excitation pulse, and exciton and biexciton
lines appeared after about 0.7 ns. After about 14 ns, the EHP
luminescence band ceased to depend on time, which is a
signature of EHL emission, because the liquid density
remains unchanged in the course of recombination of
constituent particles. The binding energy of this spatially
indirect (dipolar) EHL with respect to the energy of the
exciton molecule was � 3:1 meV.

An EHL with spatially separated electrons and holes in
double GaAs/AlGaAs QWs was observed and investigated in
[252]. These experiments were carried out on a p±i±n
GaAs=AlxGa1ÿxAs structure (x � 0:35) into which two
GaAs QWs 8 nm wide, separated by an AlxGa1ÿxAs barrier
layer 5 nm wide, were embedded. The energy-band diagram
of the active region of the structure under an applied electric
bias is shown schematically in Fig. 15a. Figure 15b shows the
PL spectra of the structure recorded at different temperatures
under CW resonant excitation into the ground state of the

spatially direct (intrawell) light-hole exciton. As the tempera-
ture decreases, the emission line of the spatially indirect
(interwell, or dipolar) exciton (labeled IX) shifts to higher
energies. In a narrow temperature range (2.55±2.42K), the PL
spectrum experiences a dramatic transformation: the IX line
almost vanishes; in place of the line X� of charged excitonic
complexes (trions), a new line L gradually appears, which
differs from the trion line in its spectral position, shape, and
width; the line of intrawell excitons X appears. Line L appears
in the spectrum in a threshold manner both upon a reduction
in temperature at constant excitation intensity and upon an
increase in the excitation intensity at constant temperature
(lower than the critical temperature, which, for the forward
bias voltage �0:7 V applied to the p±i±n structure, was
� 8:5 K).

Data on the PL and PL excitation spectra in magnetic
fields up to 5 T and the results of spectrally resolved kinetic
measurements upon the excitation of the structure with
picosecond laser pulses led the authors of [252] to the
conclusion that the L line corresponds to an EHL with
electrons and holes occupying the neighboring QWs of a
double-well structure. The liquid density estimated using
the results of magnetooptical measurements is n0 �
8:8� 1010 cmÿ2, independent of the forward-bias voltage
applied to the structure. Under a reverse bias of ÿ2:5 V, the
estimated EHL density is n0 � 1:5� 1011 cmÿ2. The binding
energy of the liquid with respect to the intrawell-exciton
energy, estimated from the lineshape analysis of the L line, is
j � 4:5 meV.

The experiments in [253] were carried out on asymmetric
double-well GaAs/AlGaAs structures (x � 0:28) containing
12 nm and 18 nmQWs separated by a 3 nm barrier (Fig. 15a).
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Figure 15. (Color online.) (a) Energy band diagram of an asymmetric double-well structure in an electric field applied along the growth axis. IX, XNW, and

XWW designate spatially indirect (interwell) exciton and intrawell excitons in narrow and wide QWs; blue and red circles respectively represent electrons
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The samples were shaped like mesas 100� 100 mm in size.
The PL spectra were recorded under CW intrawell excitation
(laser photon energy 1.59 eV). With increasing the excitation
level, the PL spectrum at T � 1:5 K exhibited almost the
same qualitative changes as those occurring with decreasing
the temperature in the experiments in [252] (Fig. 15b),
described in the preceding paragraphs (in the experiments
under discussion, the line designated as X in Fig. 15b
corresponds to the intrawell exciton XWW in the wide QW).
The luminescence line of a metallic dipolar EHL (line L in
Fig. 15b) was not observed in this case (or, at least, the
authors do not discuss the behavior of the PL spectra at high
pumping levels in these terms).

The most pronounced changes in the PL spectra
occurred at considerably (about an order of magnitude)
higher excitation levels. A new line (line Z), shifted by 3±
4 meV to lower energies from the line of dipolar excitons,
appeared in the spectrum in a threshold manner upon either
decreasing the temperature or increasing the excitation level.
For the excitation power W � 250 mW, the threshold
temperature was 4.7 K; for the temperature T � 0:7 K, the
threshold power was 210 mW. In this situation, the
luminescent images of the mesa surface broke into domains
(regions I and II in Fig. 16a) with a clear dark boundary
between them. These domains correspond to distinct
emission lines in the PL spectra: the lines of interwell
excitons IX and the Z line are dominant in respective
regions I and II (Fig. 16b). With an increase in the excitation
power, the area of region II increased until it expanded over
the entire surface of the mesa.

The authors of [253] believe that the Z line corresponds to
a `classical' excitonic liquid predicted in [26]. According to
their estimates, the liquid density is �4ÿ6��1010 cmÿ2. The
main arguments in favor of this interpretation are the
considerably lower lateral electrical conductivity in domain II
compared to domain I and the shape and behavior of line Z
with increasing the excitation level. This line has a Gaussian
shape and shifts to higher energies and narrows with an
increase in the excitation level. The narrowing and high-
energy shift give evidence of an increase in the density of the
new phase, although, apparently, the density of a liquid,
which is determined by internal repulsion and attraction
forces, should remain constant until the liquid fills the entire
sample.

3.3 Quantum electron±hole droplets (dropletons)
According to the discussion in Section 3.1, the EHL in type-I
GaAs/AlGaAs QWs is unstable. At the same time, as was
demonstrated in [254] and [255], a strongly nonequilibrium
EHP in theseQWs can host liquid droplets (which the authors
called dropletons) consisting of just a few electron±hole pairs
and having a quantized binding energy. Experiments were
performed on GaAs/AlGaAs structures (x � 0:3) with
several tunneling-isolated QWs 10 nm wide (separated by
barriers of the same width). After the removal of the
substrate, the samples were placed on a sapphire disk. The
transmission spectra of the structure were recorded at
different times after an excitation pulse (the pump±probe
technique). A Ti:sapphire laser tuned to the frequency of the
transition to the ground (1s) state of the heavy-hole exciton in
the QWwas used as a source of both pump and probe pulses,
whose respective durations were 320 and 160 fs. The pump
and probe beams were circularly polarized opposite to each
other.

To increase the sensitivity of the registration of multi-
particle correlated states, the authors used a special projection
protocol [256] that allowed transforming an array of data
obtained in the measurements of conventional differential
absorption Da (defined in terms of classical changes in the
pump intensity) for a large set of pump intensities into an
array of data from quantum-optical `measurements' of
differential absorption DaMB (defined in terms of the
quantum-optical fluctuations in the pump source). The
results obtained with such a transformation are shown in
Fig. 17 in coordinates of the binding energy Ebind (with
respect to the exciton energy level) versus the number of
photons in the pump pulse Npump. At low pump levels, the
spectra of DaMB feature a biexciton resonance. With increas-
ing the pump level, asNpump approaches the values 1:3� 106,
3:5� 106, and 5� 106, the resonances experience abrupt
shifts corresponding to transitions between neighboring
energy bands of dropletons. In other words, the formation
of dropletons containing 4, 5, and 6 electron±hole pairs
becomes possible at these pump levels. The positions of the
maxima in the DaMB spectra are in good agreement with the
results of calculations of the dropleton energy spectra carried
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out by the authors. Spectrally resolved kinetic measurements
of DaMB�Ebind; t�, where t is the time delay between the pump
and probe pulses, demonstrated the occurrence of quantum
beats between energy levels corresponding to dropletons with
4 and 5 pairs of particles; the beat frequency corresponded to
the energy separation between these levels. These experiments
also allowed obtaining a rough estimate of the dropleton
lifetime (25 ps).

3.4 Electron±hole liquid in type-I silicon quantum wells
Experimental studies of the EHL formed in thin Si layers [257,
258] and Si QWs [259, 260] in type-I Si=SiO2 heterostructures
were carried out on structures grown by silicon-on-insulator
technology. Such structures are made on an Si substrate and
consist of a thin layer of single-crystal silicon embedded
between two oxide layers, which represent barriers for
electrons and holes in silicon. Thus, Si=SiO2 structures are
characterized by a type-I energy band diagram with deep
potential wells for charge carriers in the Si layer; the respective
band offsets at the interfaces are 3.2 and 5 eV for electrons
and holes. The PL spectra of such structures with the Si layer
thicknesses ranging from 54 to 320 nm were investigated in
[257, 258]. At low temperatures, the formation of the EHL
was observed; at temperatures exceeding the critical one, an
exciton-gas±EHP transition occurred. The properties of the
observed EHL were almost the same as in bulk silicon (see
Section 2.1). At the same time, as was mentioned by the
authors of both papers, the confinement of nonequilibrium
charge carriers in Si layers leads to a considerable reduction in
the threshold excitation intensity for the formation of the
EHL at a given temperature as compared to bulk silicon (see
also [261]).

The PL spectra of Si=SiO2 structures with the silicon layer
thicknesses d from 4.7 to 190 nm were investigated in [259,
260]. In the structures with d > 3aex � 15 nm (where
aex � 4:9 nm is the exciton Bohr radius in bulk Si), the
authors observed a three-dimensional EHL. In thicker Si
layers with thicknesses in this range, the spectral position and
shape of the EHL luminescence line were independent of the

excitation level (Fig. 18) and the liquid density and the exciton
work function in the EHL were almost the same as in bulk
silicon (see the table). In thinner Si layers (� 30 nm or less),
the EHL line experienced a red shift with increasing the
excitation level before stabilizing at its ultimate position.
The authors explained this shift by a decrease in the
contribution from the surface energy of the EHL drops to
the chemical potential of the liquid as the lateral size of the
drop increases. This explanation is based on the assumption
that the smallest diameter of the drops that form in the
structure is determined by the Si layer thickness.

In structures with d < 15 nm, the quantum confinement
of charge carriers starts to affect the electron energy spectrum
in the silicon layer and hence the spectral position of the EHL
luminescence line, which shifts to higher energies with a
decrease in the Si layer thickness (see Fig. 18). In these
structures, the EHL is quasi-two-dimensional and the liquid
drops have a pancake-like shape. The density of this quasi-
two-dimensional EHLwas determined from theoretical fits to
the shape of the EHL luminescence line; for a structure with
d � 4:7 nm, the density was n0 � 2:4� 1012 cmÿ2. Based on
Kleinman's approach [242], the authors built a theoretical
model of a quasi-two-dimensional EHL and calculated phase
diagrams for the electron±hole system in quantum-confined
silicon layers of various thicknesses [260]. The calculations
took the dielectric mismatch (the difference in the dielectric
constants) between the QW and barrier layers into account
[262, 263] (see also [264] and the references therein), which is
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significant for structures of this kind. According to these
calculations, the EHL density and critical temperature
increase considerably with a decrease in the thickness of the
Si layer.

3.5 Spatially direct and dipolar electron±hole liquids
in type-II Si±Ge heterostructures
3.5.1. Three-dimensional EHL in heterostructures with wide
SiGe layers. For a relatively low Ge content, Si=Si1ÿxGex
structures are of type II: the SiGe layer represents a fairly deep
potential well for holes and a low potential barrier for
electrons. For x � 0:05, the conduction- and valence-band
offsets are DEc � 5 meV and DEv � 40 meV; for x � 0:07,
DEc � 7 meV andDEv � 60 meV [265, 266]. As we see below,
both spatially direct EHL (with electrons and holes in the
SiGe layer) and dipolar EHL (with spatially separated
electrons and holes) can be observed in these structures.

For small values of x, the band structure of Si1ÿxGex
alloys is the same as that of Si. However, owing to the
presence of internal strain in the pseudomorphic Si1ÿxGex
layer grown on a strain-free Si(001) substrate, the sixfold
(disregarding spin) degeneracy of the conduction-band
minimum is lifted: two of the minima occur higher in energy
than the other four [265, 266]. The degeneracy of the top of
the valence band is also lifted.

In the remaining part of this review, we consider a series of
studies of the nonequilibrium electron±hole system in
Si=Si1ÿxGex=Si heterostructures (for a more detailed discus-
sion of this work, see [267]). The structures were grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy on silicon substrates. The germa-
nium content x in the strained SiGe layers ranged from 0.029
to 0.25, and their thicknesses dwere between 2 and 70 nm. The
respective thicknesses of the buffer and cap Si layers were 100
and 100±200 nm.

The behavior of the low-temperature PL spectra of the
structures with x � 0:05 and wide SiGe layers upon varying
the temperature and the excitation level was qualitatively
nearly the same as that of the spectra of bulkmaterial with the
same Ge content [268, 269]. The lineshape analysis of the
luminescence from the EHL in the SiGe layer according to
Eqn (6), assuming three-dimensional densities of states for
electrons and holes, yields the values n0 � 2:3� 1018 cmÿ3

and j � 2:4 meV for the EHL density and the EHL binding
energy relative to the bottom of the exciton band. In bulk
material of the same composition, n0�3:5� 1018 cmÿ3 and
j�8:3 meV.A reduction in the density and binding energy of
the EHL in the alloy layer of the structure compared to bulk
material is caused by the existence of internal strain in this
layer. The critical temperature of the EHL in the SiGe layer
estimated on the basis of experimental data is Tc � 20 K. At
higher temperatures, the luminescence of EHP was observed.

Thus, a three-dimensional EHL forms in wide SiGe
layers. Both electrons and holes reside in the alloy layer
because the potential barrier in the conduction band is low
(and is reduced further owing to band bending caused by the
electric field of holes localized in the SiGe layer) and electrons
can enter the SiGe layer.

Similarly to Si=SiO2 structures (see Section 3.4), a
reduction in the intensity threshold for EHL formation is
observed in Si/SiGe structures. In the spectral region
corresponding to the buffer and cap silicon layers of the
structure, as well as in bulk alloy samples of the same
composition, the EHL luminescence lines appeared at a
fixed temperature at considerably higher pump intensities

than in the SiGe layer. For example, at T � 6 K, the
threshold excitation intensity for the formation of the EHL
in the SiGe layer is about one fifth that in the bulk material.
This is explained by the accumulation of photoexcited charge
carriers in the SiGe layer, which is a potential well for holes.

3.5.2 Spatially direct EHL; conditions of existence. The
conditions required for the existence of a spatially direct
quasi-two-dimensional EHL in Si/SiGe structures with thin
SiGe layers have been investigated in a number of studies.
Figures 19a and 19b show the TO components of the PL
spectra of an Si1ÿxGex layer with the thickness d � 2 nm and
the Ge content x � 0:09 at different pump levels and
temperatures, obtained in [270] and [271] under short-
wavelength excitation (He±Cd laser, l � 0:44 mm). At low
excitation levels and high temperatures, the spectra feature a
relatively narrow line (its FWHM at T � 15 K is approxi-
mately 4 meV) that corresponds to the luminescence of free
excitons (FEs). For T < 12 K and low pump densities, the
free-exciton line experiences a red shift with decreasing
temperature owing to the localization of excitons by the
inhomogeneities of the layer composition. This is accompa-
nied by a decrease in the intensity of this line and the
appearance of the localized-exciton (LE) line. At T � 1:8 K,
the LE is the only remaining line in the PL spectrum. This line
is rather broad (its FWHM is approximately 7.5 meV; see
Fig. 19a) and, according to [272], consists of three unresolved
spectral components: the lines of localized and impurity-
bound excitons and of localized biexcitons. With an increas-
ing excitation level at sufficiently low temperatures (Fig. 19a)
and with decreasing the temperature at sufficiently high
excitation levels (Fig. 19b), a narrow line corresponding to
the luminescence of excitonic molecules, designated as FBiE,
occurs at the low-energy side of the exciton line FE. With a
further increase in the pump intensity or a decrease in
temperature, a broad line of the EHL luminescence appears
at the low-energy tail of the FBiE line. The EHL line is
dominant in the spectrum at high excitation levels and low
temperatures.

The best agreement of the shape of the EHL emission line
calculated according to Eqn (6) with the experimental line-
shape (see the top curve in Fig. 19b) is attained if the
calculation uses a three-dimensional density of states for
electrons (De / E

1=2
e ) and a two-dimensional (energy-inde-

pendent) density of states for holes. The Fermi energies of
electrons and holes obtained from the lineshape analysis were
EFe � 13 meV and EFh � 7 meV, which correspond to the
electron and hole densities n0 � 4:8� 1018 cmÿ3 and p0 �
8:5�1011 cmÿ2. At this density, quasi-two-dimensional holes
only occupy states in the lowest quantum-confinement
subband (the heavy-hole subband hh), and the Fermi energy
of quasi-three-dimensional electrons exceeds the height of the
potential barrier in the conduction band (in this heterostruc-
ture, this height is DEc�D4� � 10 meV [273, 274]). These
electrons, which occupy the four D4 minima in the conduc-
tion band of silicon located at the h100i axes of the reciprocal
lattice parallel to the plane of the strained SiGe layer, can
tunnel into this layer, where the bottom of the conduction
band is formed by the four h100i energy minima of the same
symmetry (as we can see in Fig. 20b, the maximum of the
electron density occurs at the center of the SiGe layer).12 We

12 The energy band diagrams shown in Fig. 20 are plotted based on the

results obtained in [274, 275].
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note that excitons in type-II Si/SiGe/Si heterostructures are
also formed from D4 electrons and heavy holes. The work
function of excitons in the EHL, estimated as the energy
difference between the spectral positions of the free-exciton
PL line (the FE line in Figs 19a, b) and the high-energy edge of
theEHL line (see the topmost curve in Fig. 19b) isj � 3 meV.

The ratio of the hole and electron densities is p0=n0 �
1:8 nm < d � 2 nm; i.e., it is smaller than the SiGe layer
thickness. This probably means that the electron density is
distributed nonuniformly along the direction perpendicular
to the layer plane. It is also noteworthy that the electron

density n0 in the EHL observed in strained quasi-two-
dimensional SiGe layers is considerably higher than that in
bulk unstrained silicon. Apparently, this increase in the liquid
density is related to its quasi-two-dimensional nature. The
critical temperature of the exciton-gas±EHL transition
estimated from the experimental data is Tc � 18ÿ20 K.

To obtain additional evidence that the interpretation of
the spectral lines attributed to the biexciton and EHL
luminescence is correct, the spectra of the PL in the visible
range were measured. Visible-range luminescence (2Eg

luminescence) results from so-called two-electron transi-
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tions, whereby two electrons and two holes recombine
simultaneously with the emission of one photon whose
energy equals the total energy of the four recombining
particles [272, 276, 277].13 Comparing one- and two-electron
PL spectra allows identifying the origins of different lines in
the conventional (one-electron) spectra more reliably,
because emission lines that correspond to objects containing
less than two electron±hole pairs cannot occur in two-electron
spectra.

In these experiments, the CW photoexcitation of the
structures was performed with a Ti:sapphire laser at the
wavelength l � 0:75 mm. The photon energy of this radia-
tion is considerably lower than that of the 2Eg luminescence in
the structures under study and therefore excited states with
energies of the order of 2Eg cannot be populated under these
pumping conditions. The 2Eg luminescence spectra of the
structure with a 2 nm thick SiGe layer are shown in Fig. 19c
[279, 280]. At relatively low excitation levels, the spectra
feature a narrow line whose spectral position corresponds to
the luminescence line attributed to biexcitons in the one-
electron PL spectra recorded in the near-infrared range
(Figs 19a, b). With increasing the excitation level, the line
corresponding to the 2Eg luminescence of the EHL arises in
the low-energy tail of the biexciton line. The shapes of
normalized spectra 3 and 4 are the same; hence, the shape of
the spectrum becomes independent of the pump level, which is
a characteristic signature of EHL luminescence.

The spectral density J2��ho� of radiation emitted in two-
electron transitions can be calculated as the self-convolution
of the spectral density J1��ho� in the TO (or any other)
component of the spectrum corresponding to one-electron
transitions [276, 279]:

J2��ho� /
�
J1��ho 0� J1

���hoÿ 2�hO� ÿ �ho 0
�
do 0 ; �21�

where �hO is the TO phonon energy. The spectrum J2 obtained
according to this expression from the experimental spectrum

J1 nearly coincides with the 2Eg spectrum 5 (Fig. 19c)
recorded in the visible range. This means that the broad PL
lines observed in the near-infrared and the visible spectral
ranges originate from the same radiating object, i.e., in this
case, the EHL.

Therefore, a spatially direct quasi-two-dimensional EHL
can form at high excitation levels and low temperatures
(T < Tc) in type-II Si/SiGe/Si heterostructures with an SiGe
layer that is sufficiently thin to be tunneling-transparent to
electrons.

We note that the combined analysis of one- and two-
electron PL spectra shown in Fig. 19 allows obtaining the
excitonic-molecule binding energy with high accuracy. With-
out going into details (see [267, 279]), we only report here that
the binding energy of free quasi-two-dimensional biexcitons in
a strained 2 nm thick SiGe layer determined in this way is
EM��2:0� 0:5� meV. This value is noticeably higher than
the binding energy of free biexcitons in the three-dimensional
case (in bulk uniaxially strained Si, EM�1:3ÿ1:4 meV [281]).

The behavior of the PL spectra of the Si=Si1ÿxGex=Si
heterostructure with d � 2 nm and x � 0:09 under an
increase in the excitation level, described above, should now
be compared with the completely different behavior observed
for structures with d � 4 nm, x � 0:09 and d � 2 nm,
x � 0:25. The one-electron PL spectra of these two hetero-
structures feature no-phonon lines of localized excitons
LE(NP) and their phonon replicas LE(TA), LE(TOSiÿSi),
and LE(TOSiÿGe) corresponding to the emission of transverse
acoustic (TA) and transverse optical (TO) phonons that
belong to Si±Si and Si±Ge vibration modes. We can see that
the transformation of these spectra with increasing the
excitation level mainly consists in a blue shift of the exciton
lines corresponding to the SiGe layer; this shift is especially
pronounced in the structure with a higher Ge content. The
blue shift originates from band bending caused by the
Coulomb field of spatially separated electrons and holes and
is usually believed to be a signature of type-II structures [282].
At high pump levels, the exciton lines corresponding to the
SiGe layer acquire long-wavelength tails, which are especially
pronounced for the no-phonon components. However, no
evidence of the occurrence of the EHL at pump levels
comparable to those presented in Figs 19a, b can be observed.

The difference among the heterostructures whose PL
spectra have been discussed here lies in the tunneling
transparency of the potential barriers that prevent elec-
trons from entering the SiGe layer. The difference in the
depth of the QW for holes is apparently unimportant in
this case. The probability that a particle passes through a
potential barrier can be estimated from the uncertainty
relation: the uncertainty in the kinetic energy of an electron
moving in the barrier has to exceed the barrier height DEc

(see, e.g., [283]); hence, the barrier is transparent when
DEc�D4� d 2 < �h 2=�8m� � 50 meV nm2 (here, m is the effec-
tive mass of D4 electrons in the direction perpendicular to the
SiGe layer). For a structure with d � 2 nm and x � 0:09, the
expression in the left-hand side of the inequality evaluates as
approximately 40 meV nm2, and the barrier is transparent for
electrons. For the other two structures, with d � 2 nm and
x � 0:25 and with d � 4 nm and x � 0:09, this expression
gives approximately 110 and 160 meV nm2; thus, the above
inequality is not satisfied and nonequilibrium electrons in
these structures reside mainly in silicon in the vicinity of the
Si/SiGe heterointerfaces [270]. The energy band diagrams and
the plots of the electron and hole density distributions for the
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Figure 20.Outline of the band diagram of Si=Si1ÿxGex=Si heterostructures
with x � 0:09 and SiGe layer thicknesses of (a) d � 4 nmand (b) d � 2 nm.

Dashed lines show the electron and hole density distributions along the

direction perpendicular to the layer and the heavy-hole quantum-confine-

ment level in the QWs of these structures [280].

13 It should be mentioned that similarly to one-electron transitions, the

rate of two-electron transitions can be considerably increased as a result of

interaction with localized surface plasmons [278].
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structures with x � 0:09 and d � 4 and 2 nm are shown
schematically in Fig. 20.

3.5.3 Impact of the barrier in the conduction band on the
properties of spatially direct EHL. The impact of the height
of the barrier in the conduction band formed by the SiGe
layer on the properties of the electron±hole system in
Si=SiGe=Si structures and, in particular, on the existence of
a spatially direct EHL and on its characteristics was
investigated in detail in experiments with a number of
structures containing a 5 nm thick SiGe layer with different
Ge contents x [284±290]. We first consider the results
obtained for structures of this type with x � 0:05. The
emergence of the EHL luminescence line with increasing the
excitation intensity in the PL spectra of these structures was
observed in [286]. According to the lineshape analysis of the
no-phonon EHL luminescence component in the near-
infrared spectral range, which was carried out assuming that
both electrons and holes are characterized by two-dimen-
sional densities of states and using an expression from [291]
taking homogeneous broadening into account (see [267, 285,
286] for details), the density of this quasi-two-dimensional
EHL is n0 � 1012 cmÿ2. Further evidence of the formation of
the EHL was obtained from the spectra of 2Eg luminescence.

As the pump density increases beyond a certain level, the
luminescence spectrum broadens and, instead of two lines
(corresponding to the EHL and free excitons), features a
single band whose width increases with the pump density.
This band originates from the EHP luminescence [286]. In an
earlier study [285], the formation of EHP in the SiGe layer of
this structure was investigated at temperatures exceeding the
EHL critical temperature Tc � 20 K. The authors demon-
strated that the exciton-gas±EHP transition (Mott transition)
has a smooth character.

Information on the dynamic properties of the electron±
hole system was obtained from measurements of the decay
kinetics of QW luminescence [286]. Kinetic dependences were
recorded at four different positions across the Si±Ge lumines-
cence spectrum (labeled 1±4 in the inset in Fig. 21). Points 1±3
correspond to the EHP/EHL luminescence line, and point 4
corresponds at longer times to the exciton line. The kinetic
dependences are shown in Fig. 21. Immediately after the
excitation pulse (t < 0:3ÿ0:4 ms), photoexcited electrons and
holes form an EHP, and, at short times, all kinetic curves
reflect dynamic processes in the plasma. At longer times
(t > 1:5 ms), kinetic curves 1±3 correspond to EHL lumines-
cence and run parallel to each other. This means that the
shape of the EHL luminescence line remains unchanged in the
course of electron±hole recombination in the liquid. A two-
exponential fit to the experimental data, which proved to be
quite satisfactory for t > 0:5 ms, yielded time constants
t0 � 0:4 ms and tcap � 0:95 ms. These were respectively
interpreted by the authors as the lifetime of electrons and
holes in the EHL and the characteristic time of exciton
capture by the QW (excitation laser pulses generated
electron±hole pairs mainly in the Si layers of the structure).
The value of tcap is close to (although somewhat lower than)
the exciton lifetime in bulk silicon.

Thus, the lifetime of the electron±hole system in a QW is
determined by its feeding by excitons from the Si layers, and
the duration of this process is determined by the lifetime of
excitons in silicon.We note that the probability of recombina-
tion in a dense EHP is proportional to the square of its density
(Auger recombination; see Section 2.6). The EHP density

decreases and hence the lifetime of the constituent particles
increases in the course of recombination. In contrast to EHP,
the EHL density remains unchanged, while the volume
occupied by the liquid decreases with a constant lifetime.
The kinetic dependence for exciton luminescence (Fig. 21,
curve 4) features a region (between 1 ms < t < 4:4 ms) where
the emission intensity decreases relatively slowly with time.
Probably, similarly to bulk germanium, the decay of the
exciton population is slowed down in this time range owing
to the evaporation of the EHL drops (see Section 2.6). At
longer times, the kinetic dependence for the exciton lumines-
cence runs parallel to those corresponding to the EHL. This
behavior supports the assumption that the electron±hole
system in the QW is fed with excitons from the Si layers.
Earlier, a similar conclusion was reached in investigating PL
in deeper Si/SiGe QWs [292]. We note that excitons reaching
theQW from the Si layers are very rapidly captured byEHDs.
Experiments on the evaporation of EHDs by heat pulses
demonstrate that equilibrium is restored within a few dozen
nanoseconds [293].

Further insight into the time evolution of the electron±
hole system after the excitation pulse can be gained by
analyzing time-resolved luminescence spectra. Figure 22
shows the PL spectra of the structure with d � 5 nm and
x � 0:05 recorded at different times after the excitation by a
pulse of the third harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (emission
wavelength 355 nm and pulse duration 5 ns) [288]. For delay
times t < 330 ns, the spectra feature lines corresponding to
the EHP (EHPNP(QW) and EHPTO(QW)), whose intensity
and width decrease with time. In the time range
t � 330ÿ1000 ns, the line shape and the instantaneous
lifetime of the EHP remain unchanged. This means that the
plasma density remains the same in the course of the
recombination of its constituent particles, which is a
signature of the EHL. Within this time interval, free-exciton
luminescence lines (FENP(QW) and FETO(QW)) begin to
emerge in the spectrum; this indicates that separation into
the exciton-gas and EHL phases takes place. Subsequently,
the EHL and the free-exciton luminescence decay at different
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Figure 21. Decay kinetics of the QW luminescence in the SiGe structure

with d � 5 nm and x � 0:05 at the four spectral points shown in the inset;
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340 W cmÿ2 (from bottom up) [286].
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rates and, at long times (exceeding 3.3 ms), the QW lumines-
cence spectrum consists only of the lines of free excitons and
exciton complexes (the lines corresponding to the latter are
designated in Fig. 22 asMPSNP(QW) andMPSTO(QW)). The
exciton complexes can be biexcitons that form in the QW at
high exciton densities or trions at low densities [288].

The properties and behavior of the electron±hole system
in the SiGe layers of Si/SiGe/Si structures with d � 5 nm and
different Ge contents were investigated in [287, 288]. The
luminescence spectra of these structures in the near-infrared
and visible spectral ranges are shown in Figs 23a, b. For
x < 6:9%, the QW luminescence spectra in the near-infrared
region (the TO component is shown in Fig. 23a) feature the
EHL and free exciton lines. With decreasing the Ge content,
the EHL luminescence line shifts to lower energies with
respect to the exciton line, while the intensity of the exciton
luminescence line increases compared to that of the EHL line.
The low-energy shift of the EHL line is also observed in 2Eg

spectra (Fig. 23b). For relatively high values of theGe content
in the SiGe layer (x � 9:6 and 13.8%), the PL spectra feature
a single line whose peak occurs near the bottom of the exciton
band (and near the doubled exciton energy in the 2Eg

spectra).
As mentioned above, Si=SiGe=Si structures with low x

belong to type II, with the strained SiGe layer representing a
potential barrier for electrons. In structures with x � 9:6 and
13.8%, this barrier is sufficiently high to keep nonequilibrium
electrons in the Si layers in the vicinity of the Si=SiGe
heterointerfaces. Thus, electrons are spatially separated
from nonequilibrium holes, which are confined in the QW
within the alloy layer (Fig. 20a). The luminescence observed
in these structures (Figs 23a, b) occurs upon the recombina-
tion in the EHP in this electron±hole bilayer.�With a decrease
in the Ge content, the potential barrier becomes lower and
electrons begin to enter the SiGe layer. As a result, spatially
direct excitons and a spatially direct EHL can form in this
layer. The fact that, upon a decrease in the barrier height

(reduction in x), the EHL forms in the layer prior to the
formation of excitons (Fig. 23a) is evidently a consequence of
a considerable decrease in the barrier height owing to band
gap renormalization within the volume occupied by the EHL
(see Section 2.1).

The curves plotted in Fig. 23b by dashed lines show the
results of a theoretical analysis of experimental spectra. The
authors wrote the expression for the spectral density of the
2Eg luminescence as the convolution of the theoretical
spectral distribution in the near-infrared region according to
[291] (see above); the corresponding formulas and other
details of the lineshape analysis are available in [287]. It is
important that the two-dimensional character of the density
of states was assumed in these calculations for both electrons
and holes. The density of the quasi-two-dimensional EHL in
these QWs determined from this analysis is n0 � 1:1� 1012

and 0:97� 1012 cmÿ2 for the respective structures with
x � 3:5% and 5%. The 2Eg luminescence spectra of the
structures with x5 6:9% (Fig. 23b) could not be described
by the two-dimensional EHL model. The exciton work
function in the EHL (the binding energy per electron±hole
pair in the liquid) was determined as half the energy spacing
between the doubled exciton-transition energy and the high-
energy edge of the theoretical fit to the spectrum of the 2Eg

luminescence of the EHL (Fig. 23b). The dependence of the
work function on the Ge content in the SiGe layer is shown in
Fig. 23c. It is noteworthy that the excitonwork function in the
quasi-two-dimensional EHL in the structure with x � 3%,
which is approximately 6 meV, is considerably higher (by a
factor of 3) than that in bulk uniaxially strained silicon (see
the table). The higher binding energy of particles in the liquid
and its high density in the structures under study are
apparently related to its quasi-two-dimensional nature.

Additional evidence in favor of this picture of the
formation of the EHL in heterostructures with different Ge
contents in the SiGe layer was obtained from measurements
of time-resolved PL spectra. The results obtained for the
structure with x � 0:05 were discussed above (see Fig. 22).
Similar measurements were carried out for structures with the
same thickness of the SiGe layer (d � 5 nm) and x � 3:5%,
7%, and 9.5% [288]. For the structure with x � 3:5%, these
measurements demonstrated that upon a decrease in the
density of the EHP in the course of recombination of its
constituent particles, the EHL begins to form at much earlier
times than it does in the structure with x � 5% and is clearly
present over a longer time interval. In the structure with
x � 7%, the kinetic behavior of the electron±hole system is
almost the same as in the structure with x � 5%, while in the
structure with x � 9:5%, the EHL luminescence line is not
observed at all. Therefore, a decrease in the EHP density in
the process of recombination leads to the appearance of
excitons, and hence the EHP±exciton-gas phase transition
occurs. Thus, the kinetic behavior of the electron±hole system
in the QWs of structures that differ in the Ge content in the
SiGe layer agrees with the picture inferred from the results
shown in Fig. 23.

Summarizing the discussion of the properties of the
electron±hole system in QWs of Si/SiGe/Si heterostructures,
considered here in the example of structures with a 5 m thick
SiGe layer, we again emphasize that the formation of the
EHL in these structures is governed by the height of the
potential barrier for electrons in the SiGe layer. If this barrier
is sufficiently low, such that electrons from the Si layers can
enter the SiGe layer, a spatially direct quasi-two-dimensional
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Figure 22. Luminescence spectra of the structure with d � 5 nm and

x � 0:05 recorded at various delay times t after the excitation pulse (the

values of t are indicated along the right edge of the plot); T � 15 K. BETO

andMPS designate the respective lines of bound excitons (TO component)

and multiparticle states. The spectra recorded during the time interval

t � 330ÿ1000 ns, where the EHP density remains constant, are shown in

black [288].

* Rather, a trilayer, because there are electron layers at both Si/SiGe

heterointerfaces and a hole layer between. This is, however, of minor

importance for the subsequent discussion. (Author's note added to the

English translation.)
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EHL can form in this layer and the density and binding energy
of this EHL increase with decreasing the barrier height.

3.5.4 Spatially indirect (dipolar) EHL. In the foregoing, we
discussed the formation of a spatially direct EHL, where the
electrons and holes are `intermingled' and occupy the same
region of space. We now consider experimental results
providing evidence of the formation of a spatially indirect
(dipolar) EHL in electron±hole bilayers at Si/SiGe hetero-

interfaces upon the photoexcitation of the structure [279, 280,
294]. The experiments were carried out on the same structure
withd � 4 nmandx � 0:09thatwasdiscussedinSection3.5.2,
but at much higher excitation levels. The PL spectra of the
structure in the near-infrared and visible ranges are shown in
Figs 24a, b. At high temperatures (T � 23 and 26 K) and low
excitation levels, the one-electron PL spectrum features only
the line of free spatially indirect (dipolar) excitons (Fig. 24a).
As the temperature decreases, the luminescence line of
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Figure 23. QW luminescence spectra of structures with d � 5 nm and different Ge contents in the SiGe layer (indicated on the plot). (a) TO-phonon

replicas of the one-electron spectra for P � 0:2 W cmÿ2 and T � 10 K. (b) 2Eg spectra for T � 2 K and P � 2 W cmÿ2; curves plotted by dashed lines

show the theoretical fits to the corresponding experimental spectra for x � 3:5% and 5%. The energy zero is taken at (a) the position of the free-exciton

line and (b) the doubled exciton energy. (c) Exciton work function in the EHL in QWs with the thickness d � 5 nm as a function of the Ge content in the

SiGe layer [287].
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localized biexcitons appears in the low-energy tail of this line.
At low temperatures, the biexciton line has a higher intensity
than the exciton line. The red shift of both lines with
decreasing temperature is caused by the localization of these
particles. In the temperature rangeT < 6 K and at high pump
levels, an intense PL line emerges whose shape and spectral
position become independent of the pump intensity as it is
increased further (Fig. 24a, curves 6 and 7). The peak of this
line occurs approximately 5.4 meV lower in energy than the
free-exciton line that is observed at high temperatures. The
dashed line shows the result of a theoretical fit of the shape of
this line, assuming two-dimensional densities of states for
electrons and holes in Eqn (6). A similar line arises under the
same conditions in the spectra of 2Eg luminescence. The
emergence of this line with increasing the excitation level is
shown in Fig. 24b. Similarly to the line arising in the near-
infrared luminescence spectrum, its shape and spectral
position are independent of the pump intensity (Fig. 24b,
curves 4 and 5). Summarizing the experimental facts, we can
conclude that the luminescence lines observed in the near-
infrared and visible spectral ranges under high pump
intensities belong to the quasi-two-dimensional dipolar
EHL with the critical temperature Tc � 6 K. At high
temperatures, the 2Eg luminescence spectrum features only
the line of dipolar biexcitons [Fig. 24b, curve 1 (T � 23 K)]. A
detailed study of the formation of dipolar excitonic molecules
in similar heterostructures was reported in [295].

4. Conclusions

Our discussion has embraced a wide range of issues related to
the properties and behavior of nonequilibrium electron±hole
systems, and, first and foremost, to exciton condensation and
properties of the EHL in bulk semiconductors and low-
dimensional (primarily, two-dimensional) structures.
Because of the inevitably limited length of this review, a
significant number of the problems were discussed very
briefly, and many important and interesting topics (multi-
component EHL, Fermi-liquid properties of the EHL,
possible types of phase diagrams, EHL in materials other
than Ge and Si, and a large number of others) were passed by
almost without consideration. Many of these issues are
analyzed in detail in the review publications cited in the
Introduction and throughout this paper.

The part of this review that covers exciton condensation in
bulk materials is mostly retrospective. Contemporary studies
in this field are rare and, although a number of new interesting
results have been obtained, they have not led to considerable
changes in the basic concepts and established views. At the
same time, in our view, there are interesting problems that call
for further experimental studies. One of them is the search for
an insulating EHL and a metal±insulator transition in the
liquid phase itself under the action of a magnetic field (see
review [101]). Observation of the EHL in narrow-gap
semiconductor materials like lead and tin chalcogenides,
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Figure 24.NormalizedPL spectra of the structurewith d � 4nmandx � 0:09 in the (a) near-infrared and (b) visible spectral ranges at various temperatures

and excitation levels. (a) Curves 1±5: P � 0:12 W cmÿ2, T varies from 26 to 6 K. Curves 6 (circles) and 7 (solid line): P � 85 W cmÿ2 and 170 W cmÿ2,
respectively, andT � 1:8 K; the two spectra are superimposed. The dotted line shows the calculated lineshape of dipolar EHL luminescence. (b) Spectra 2±

5 were recorded at T � 1:8 K and excitation levels (2) P � 3:8, (3) 13, (4) 108, and (5) 180 W cmÿ2; curves 4 (circles, P � 108 W cmÿ2) and 5 (solid line,

P � 180 W cmÿ2) are superimposed. Curve 1 (dashed line) shows the line of free dipolar biexcitons recorded at T � 23 K and P � 3:5 W cmÿ2 [294].
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which have direct-gap multivalley electron spectra and high
permittivity, would be of significant interest; the formation of
the EHL in these semiconductors could result in an essential
rearrangement of their energy spectrum [296].

An attractive idea is to investigate ways to artificially
increase the anisotropy of the electron spectrum in order to
obtain a liquid with a large binding energy. Such a possibility
can be realized, in particular, in quasi-one-dimensional and
quasi-two-dimensional systems [20].

Comparing the parts of this review addressing bulk
materials and low-dimensional structures, it can be seen that
the studies of the EHL in the latter are actually at a very early
stage. The possibility of controlling the electron energy
spectrum by varying the structure design and selecting
appropriate materials offers much promise for the search of
new properties of electron±hole systems. In particular, the
opportunity arises to obtain more complicated phase dia-
grams than those discussed in Section 2.3 (see Keldysh's
papers [16, 83]), e.g., diagrams describing a phase transition
between a degenerate Bose gas and anEHL.14 It is certainly of
interest to investigate the possibility of the transition from a
metallic to a dielectric liquid (see Section 3.2) under a change
in the parameters of an electron±hole bilayer or under
external perturbations. And, without a doubt, we can expect
much that is new and interesting from studies of phase
transitions in electron±hole systems with a Dirac electron
spectrum.

This article is a tribute to the outstanding scientist and
person Leonid Veniaminovich Keldysh. A deep appreciation
of him and the memory of our long-lasting collaboration and
companionship will stay with me forever.

I am sincerely grateful to A S Alekseev, V S Bagaev,
T M Burbaev , M L Skorikov, S G Tikhodeev, and
V A Tsvetkov for the longtime collaboration and numerous
discussions of the issues covered in this review and to
M V Kochiev for his help in preparing it for publication.
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